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rLIFE is short, opportunity fleeting, judgment
difficult, treatment easy; but treatment after
thougiit.is proper and profitable." The true
import of these philosophical words of Hippocrates,
uttered over two thousand years ago, is most clearh^
realized by those who know and practice the art and
science of Osteopathy. The correlation between the hand
and the brain must be very intimate; but the manual
processes must be forever preceded by the mental, and
subjugated to them at all times if we are to achieve the
ultimate attainments which this school of therapy, above
all others, is capable of producing. The true Osteopath
is the true physician, dedicating his life to the relief of
human suffering through the development of the true
art and science of healing. To more vividly portray the
close correlation of "Mens et Manus" the Synapsis of
1938 is published.
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THE dedication of the College Year Book is thegreatest honor which the Junior Class, as a group,
can bestow upon any man. This singular dis-
tinction is conferred by the Class of 1939 upon a man
who has guided us with humor, tolerance, and under-
standing through the difficult years of our professional
study; a physician who has told us modestly of his suc-
cesses and frankly of his failures. Thereby developing in
us an understanding of our responsibilities, as well as an
appreciation of our opportunities and abilities.
The respect and admiration of the class for this de-
voted teacher and practitioner of Osteopathy throughout
these few short years has produced a mutual bond of
fellowship, much deeper than the ordinary professor-
student relationship. His clear, concise reasoning and
logical deductions in regard to practical problems con-
fronting the Osteopathic physician have guided our
ofttimes bewildered brains into the proper channels for
constructive and rational Osteopathic thinking.
As a permanent memorial of our appreciation and
esteem, we, the Class of 1939, dedicate the Synapsis of
1938 to a physician, a teacher, and a friend, who by his
example inspires us to loftier endeavor; and the thought
of whom shall ever serve to awaken in us sincerity and
enthusiasm in upholding the ideals of our profession.
Dr. George S. Rothmeyer, D.O., M.Sc.
JJi,^^,.J^t.^<l^^^tv. -
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DR. GEORGE S. ROTHMEYER, D.O., M Sc.
DEAN EDGAR O. HOLDEN, A.B., D.O.
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THE crowning glory of osteopathy is osteopathic research. Thediadem, however, does not rest any too snugly on the brow. It
IS there, none the less, awaiting attention, adjustment, skilled
workmanship and lustre.
Your College here in Philadelphia holds an important key. to the
research situation as it pertains to the osteopathic profession in general
and especially to osteopathic education. The Administration and the Fac-
ulty are "research-minded." Their attitude may be expected to be a stim-
ulating factor and to impel consideration of research work elsewhere along
unimpeachable lines.
You students have undoubtedly realized that research permeates
the whole atmosphere of the School, the clinics as well as the laboratory
departments. You have been exposed constantly to the attitude of investi-
gation, by references to unsolved problems, by theories advanced to explain
phenomena, by references to the literature, and by contacts with men who
are working on the border-line of unexplored fields of knowledge.
It is hoped that during your undergraduate days an environment of
ideas has been created which will have an important influence on the more
seriously-minded students. We know that most of you will go on to in-
ternships, fellowships, apprenticeships of one sort or another leading to
practice in general or specialty fields. Hope springs eternal that some one
or two each year will turn to investigative work, when and if opportunity
is afforded, recognizing the great part osteopathic research stands to play
in professional recognition and success.
The recently reported work of Professors Long and Lloyd in connection
with the use of the Roentgen Ray in the study of vertebral mechanics with
special reference to its adaptability in osteopathic practice, has been a
source of great inspiration and pride to us here locally. Moreover, the
enthusiasm and interest with which it is being received by the profession
from scattered points of the country, as attested by scores of letters, tran-
scend any action or event in recent years.
It has been a central aim of the College to prepare students to meet
mtelligently the conditions and demands of osteopathic practice—this
through the intimate relationships of a student and a master teacher or
chnician. At the same time it has been desired to equip young minds with
courageous initiative together with honest and single-minded devotion to
osteopathy.
In conclusion, let me say that I have endeavored in this brief message
to impress upon you the imperativeness of investigation and research in
our osteopathic program. There never was a time when in our brief life
the spirit of osteopathy needed quickening as today. It may be done
through satisfaction of a fundamental need—expedition of osteopathic re-
search.
Edgar O. Holden.
A MESSAGE
from the
President of the
American Osteopathic
Association
T,HE following brief statement
by the President of the American Osteo-
pathic Association indicates his approval
of Osteopathy as it is practiced today.
"After a quarter of a century in the
active practice of Osteopathy, reflection
allows me to enthusiastically approve
those behavior attitudes and ambitions
of my late teens which guided m>- deci-
sion to choose Osteopathy as a career."
Edward A. Ward, D.O.
EDWARD A. WARD, D.O.
I N M E M
RUSSELL DUANE
D'
vEATH takes in but one short moment that
vhich it took life many years to produce.
And then sorrowFully we recognize greatness,
all but too late. Truly a man oF eminence and dis-
tinction. A man whose accomplishments were
greater and more varied than we could realize.
This descendant of Benjamin Franklin was born
in Swedesboro, N. J., June 15, 1866, and
died in Viilanova, Pa., January 1 8, 1 938, following
a year's illness. After quite an extensive training
at Harvard, University of Virginia, and the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in his chosen profession
of law, he was admitted to the Philadelphia Bar in
1891. From that time on, this Philadelphia law-
yer became a prominent figure in civic affairs.
One of his most commendable actions was to
found the Committee of 70, an organization of greatest importance to Philadelphia.
He received his first governmental appointment as a Junior Counsel in the Bering Sea arbitration proceedings.
He was active in politics while serving as the executive of very many organizations and a member of others too
numerous to mention.
Mr. Duane had long manifested an interest in Osteopathy. In 1916 he addressed the graduating class
of
P. C. O. with a message, "Osteopathy Fifty Years Hence." which has since been reproduced many
times. He
was elected a member of the Board of Directors of the Philadelphia Osteopathic College and Hospital in 1930.
In 1931 he was elected to the presidency of the same board. The same activity
which he manifested In civic
affairs was also carried on in Osteopathic affairs. It is this interest, this earnest, untiring
work so characteristic
of the man that P. C. O. and Osteopathy as a whole will sincerely miss.
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O R I A M
GILBERT A. GAVIN
To A loyal and noble servant of the Osteo-
pathic Collese came the Angel of Death to
put to rest Gilbert Gavin. It might be ably stated
that he died "in action" and by the work he loved.
His departure was quiet and simple—so symbolic
of his life and work.
Learning of the growing Osteopathic College
at 19th and Spring Garden Streets, he sought out
association with the College by applying to Dean
Flack and presenting his qualifications. He was
accepted twelve years ago last November fifteenth.
With the advancing educational program, dissec-
tion of cadavers became a prime requirement in
the anatomical understanding for the manipulating
fingers of the Osteopath. Mr. Gavin strove to
build up a laboratory to serve the needs of the
students, under conditions that were not truly favorable. By clever tactics he obtained cadavers that were as
intact as possible from the central distributing centers. Once in his possession, he processed them to his liking
and skill—carrying on his work as any artist would do. His endeavors for perfection were realized when the
present dissection laboratory was completed. Here Mr. Gavin had facilities for working, and opportunity for
experimenting to secure cadavers that were odorless, slow to decompose, and usable for long periods. He ex-
perimented with embalming fluids a number of years so that he eventually found one to his satisfaction. This
became his guarded secret which he entrusted to no one nor in writing. Death sealing his lips—he carries it with
him.
A man who has made his work an art, has given much and obtained more. This was Gilbert Gavin's life.
His passing has broken a small link in the orderly functioning of the College. All his friends of the College and
Hospital extend the deepest sympathy to his widow and with her say—God rest him.
13
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The College Entrance
Drs. Abeyta and Slandering ex-
amining in Rhinology and Laryn-
gology Clinics
Dr. Rapp and the Sophomores in
Bacteriology Laboratory
I
A Concert in the Auditorium
The Hospital Dining Room
Drs. Baker and Hessdorfer review-
ing a case history in clinic
The Prosectors busy in the Dissection Laboratory
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Dr. Dressier and StaFF in
Patholo3y Laboratory
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in Pediatrics Clinic
The Hospital Lobby
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Roentgenolosy Department
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)elivery Room
The modern children's ward
Dr. Evans supervising the use of the
oxygen lent i
Nursery
The sterilizins room, indispensable to surgery
New-born babies X-ray therapy under Dr. Lloyd
Part of our pleasant jd)
and efficient chil- |
dren's ward 4,
Dr. Smith lecturing to the nurses
Dental Hygiene as part of
our clinic service
Otolaryngology and
Rhinology, other
clinic facilities
Dr. Wagner in the
Pediatrics Clinic
Emergency Room
Hospital Kitchen ^-'•
DR. ANDREW TAYLOR STILL
STILL
ONWARD
I
OSTEOPATHIC. Homeopathic. Allopathic.
Xaturopathic. Do these mean anything
to you.-* They should represent the various
schools of medical thought. Perhaps a great many
people Mill be surprised by that statement. Cen-
turies of conformity have left little desire to lend
credence to new thoughts. It took many years for
medicine to become organized as it is todav. Of
course, in the beginning, the trials and tribulations
of what we today call the "doctor" were man}-.
How cruelly the men were treated who had the
audacity to prescribe certain ingredients as drugs,
who were bold enough to use sunlight and fresh air
to treat their patients, who were so sacrilegious as
to dissect bodies so that they might learn I Hypo-
critical, narrow-minded, and thoughtless, we say.
Yes, we judge the ancients because we are so far
remoA'ed. Yet, we have but to read our modern
medical histor;.- to see that independent thinkers
and men with well-founded claims were not even
given the right to be heard. A\'hen Hahnemann
and his associates asked for recognition, they were
laughed at, ridiculed, and called quacks and fakers.
By the layman? Xo. They had no technical knowl-
edge. The ridicule was delivered by the men of
the now fairly well-organized medical profession,
among whom the predominant principles were
allopathic.
As time passed and Hahnemann and Homeopa-
thy greM" stronger. Allopathic medicine grew
SYNAPSIS » 1038
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stronger, and the fight was continued ; but now more
seriously. Until finally, the number of graduate
Homeopathic medical physicians was of sufficient
size to secure a voice in organized medicine. Of
course, the clinical results of both were about the
same. Today, we find that the name medical doc-
tor means to the layman nothing more than the
title; but to the conformists of each school there is
still a distinction.
And now again, there arises a troubling incident.
Another man has demanded to be heard, and has
received only that which has been "conventional."
As may be expected, he new faces two schools who
have practically united against him. Dr. Still and
his Osteopathic medicine was proclaimed by the
opposing medical schools to be the quack of mod-
ern medicine, \^"hen Dr. Still endeavored to ac-
quaint his associates with the new applications of
old discoveries, the medical profession stripped him
of his degree. He struggled on under handicaps
like the pioneers of old. At times he accomplished
"miraculous cures." Miraculous because his cures
were on cases where his former colleagues had
failed. Miraculous because sometimes the patient
did not even have to "take anything." But were
they miraculous? Absolutely not, merely the appli-
cation of anatomical and physiological facts pre-
viously disregarded, but now heralded clinically.
In the beginning of Osteopathic medicine there
were those men who endeavored to cure everxthing
by the use of their hands. They succeeded for a
time, but as the number of their cases mounted,
their percentage of cures decreased. These extrem-
ists found that more was necessan." than just ten
fingers. Sunlight, healthful air, good food, good
attention, and good mental attitude were neces-
sary-. All these, this "baby physician," in the field
of medicine, began to utilize. At the same time,
the old schcol of medicine was making progress in
its various fields. Out of this experimentation cer-
tain agents were found tc be "specifics." That is,
they did what they were intended to do, as they
were expected to do, and no more. Truly wonder-
ful discoveriesi These few "specifics" are the only
agents known which actuallv attack the source or
cause of the disease. Other drugs which are used
merely give symptomatic relief, but do not remove
the cause. As these "specifics" became proven,
and many clinical results showed them to live up
to their claims, the Osteopathic phj-sician incor-
porated them in his treatments. Conservatism was
his motto, for too many human beings had died
through experimentation.
Not very many years ago, in the ISOC's, medical
schcoling was not as comprehensive nor regu'ated
as much as it is today. ^Medical men could get
their license by merely serving an apprentice
period. Few men became Osteopathic by that pro-
cedure. Almost from the start Osteopathic school-
ing of some duration was necessary. Dr. Still's
first course in 1892 was held in Kirksville, ]\Io.
This constituted the American School of Osteopa-
thy. The school year was from November to March.
Two years later, the course was extended to cover
three years of nine months each. In 1916, the
course covered four years of nine months each.
Today, most of the recognized Osteopathic colleges
require at least two years of pre-medical study at
an accredited college in which certain scientific
courses must have been successfully passed. This
is, of course, in addition to a recognized high school
education. There is a possibility at present that
this preliminary requirement may be raised to
three years. We have on the rolls of our colleges
men and women who have graduated from colleges
with many and various degrees, r^lodern Osteopa-
thy selects its practitioners with ever-increasing
scrutiny.
Today, in contrast with 1800, most cf our colleges
are associated with Osteopathic hospitals. Here
future physicians can learn at first hand those con-
ditions which he will meet in practice. Each year
more and more internships are a\ailable for Osteo-
pathic students. In the ven.- near future, with
more clinical results and increased public opinion
supporting us. we hope to o^'erride the pett\- objec-
tions put forth by the old school medical men and
enter all hospitals which we are lawfully allowed.
Thus insuring internship for all of our graduates.
Some of the most prominent medical schools of
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the country have recenth- instituted courses in
manipulative therapy in their curricula. Of course,
it is not called Osteopathic. Needless to say, this
merely strengthens the cause of the Osteopathic
physician. This attempt to absorb Osteopathic
principles will only ser\-e to illustrate that to learn
Osteopathic procedures one must contact an Osteo-
pathic institution. Manipulation is not the entire
substance of Osteopathy, but it has been singled
out as its most distinguishing feature. Undoubt-
edly, the results produced b\- manipulation from
the hands of the Osteopathic physician have caused
the "old school" medic to look to his laurels and
his therapy. Thus we find him turning to Osteopa-
thy, whether he admits it or not.
Today the Osteopathic medical physician appro-
priates all that has proven of value in the treatment
of disease. As a school of medicine. Osteopathy
bows to none, for it has as its guiding light normal
body function. The human body and all it con-
tains is the concern of the Osteopath. No anatom-
ical structures are disregarded, no physiological
properties are termed inconsequential, and no
symptom is too small to have a cause. The cause
has always been the object of the Osteopathic
physician's search. That is the reason why his
treatments have been rapid and successful. Can
there be any more idealistic goal than a normal
body whose defensive mechanism is functioning
at its highest efficiency to prevent disease processes
from gaining a foothold? That has been the aim of
the Osteopathic physician since Dr. Still, to help
the body maintain itself at this idealistic normal.
Treatment designed to further this cause is the
basis of preventive medicine. Thus, we can proudly
say that Osteopathy has been a rational and im-
portant form of preventive medicine from its be-
ginning in 1874. The furtherance of Osteopathic
principles wall further the advance of preventive
medicine proportionately. By no means is this
meant to imply that manipulation is the entire
consideration in this field of medicine. Diet, h\-
giene, sanitation, vaccination, and immunization
all occupy their rightfully important place in the
mind of every true Osteopath. The body normal
can ward of? the greatest majority of pathological
processes; help the body become normal and dis-
ease has little foothold. This physician is the
doctor of the healthy, as well as the sick. A new
idea, but merely preventive medicine.
Modern scientists admit that many things of the
"why and how" of body function are inexplicable
in the light of present-day knowledge. It is just
those things, curiously enough, against which the
physician must often work. Since the physician
cannot explain these mysteries, his treatment should
be directed towards aiding nature fight its patholo-
gies. This is the basic conception of Osteopathy.
But what is Osteopathy? What makes the Osteo-
pathic physician. Osteopathic? If we were to say
that Osteopathy comprises ever^'thing of value in
the "old school" of medicine, we would perhaps
mortally wound some of the "old school" medics:
but would not be explaining our position. But if
we were to say that beyond the afore-mentioned
things, the Osteopath has something else to offer
his patients, \-ou would begin to understand. This
something, this manipulation, is what has set the
Osteopathic physician apart from his medical col-
leagues. Concomitant with the use of manipula-
tion certain clinical results were obtained which
obviated the use of various drugs. This fact made
men bold enough to throw away other agents whose
therapeutic value was inconsequential and only
used for want of something better.
But if such results are true, why didn't the "old
schools" adopt this new therapy after it had
proven itself? Sure the welfare of the patient is
involved! Would you like to see your years of
work torn down almost overnight? Would you like
to see people buy at other stores than your own?
Such things are "hard to swallow." Yet in all fairness
we must say that progressive "old school" medics
of today are discarding useless remedies; even
going so far as to substitute "scientific neglect."'
By this term we mean doing absolutely nothing
for the patient as far as manipulation or medi-
cation is concerned, and directing the nursing care
to merely making the patient comfortable while
the defensive mechanisms of the bodv fight their
SVNAPSlS * 1938
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relentless battle to return the body to its normally
healthy state.
Today everyone is cognizant of the results of
Osteopathic care. Organized propaganda attempts
to suppress it, but it cannot be hidden. Many
mothers now call on the Osteopath when Johnny
has pneumonia, that serious and dread disease. Is
this foolish? Not at all. She has learned that her
boy can better resist the infection, can be up and
around sooner, and will have less possibility of
sequellae under his care.
Years of experience in certain conditions have
taught some old school medical practitioners in-
valuable facts of treatment. Years of experience
of the new school medical practitioner can make
him no wiser. Physicians are men of character,
poise, knowledge, and ethics. All schools have their
disappointments. All of us are but human. Since
many times treatment is of a suggestive nature or
a type of psycho-therapy, more than automatic
knowledge is demanded of the physician. This, no
school can teach him. This inherent property is
one of the characteristics of the individual. The
men and women who practice in this new field of
medicine are as efficient or as poor as they make
; themselves.
Thus, you see that Osteopathic medicine is un-
limited in its scope. One of the factors which has
aided the spread of Osteopathy has been its aid in
Obstetrics. To many women, the comparative com-
fort of pregnancy, ease of delivery with lessened
pain, and rapid return to activity have been a boon.
Common sense aid to the nursing mother, and pre-
ventive care to the infant all tend to bring about
better health and greater happiness.
Such surgery as that which must be performed is
.carried out by competent physicians only after they
have decided that surgery is the most efficient
treatment.
Making use of manual and mechanical principles
inherent in Osteopathic philosophy, many special-
ists have contributed much to their various fields;
eye, ear, nose, throat, and gynecological fields in
particular, have experienced new results under
.Osteopathic therapy.
Diet is of the utmost consideration to the Osteo-
pathic physician. Since this is one factor which
the human body must always face, its importance
cannot be minimized. Among the predisposing fac-
tors to disease, diet probably ranks among the first.
Food intake aids or impairs nature's attempt to
keep the body well. Thus, diet becomes a consid-
eration for the physician.
X-ray and Roentgenological studies are one of
the greatest aids to modern medicine. Osteopathic
physicians have accepted this from the beginning.
Today, practically every Osteopathic hospital or
college has some Roentgenological or radiological
apparatus, either for teaching or therapeutic pur-
poses. Some of our hospitals possess equipment
the equal of many institutions with much greater
financial backing. National recognition has been
accorded some of these radiologists for their won-
derful work.
Great strides have been made in the arthritic
field. Osteopathy has helped transform this field
from one of "nothing can be done about it" to one
at least giving relief to the patient. Many patients
with various forms of arthritis fill our clinics, as
the last hope. They have usually "been the rounds"
before they entered. Many of them are worse than
when they started seeking medical aid, others no
better, and a very few showed some improvement.
They are amazed with the relief given them. It
would be folly to state that the greatest majority
are cured; for by the time some of these patients
reach our clinics, many years of affliction have not
aided their cause. But some are cured, and a great
many are relieved of troublesome symptoms. The
amazement which some of these arthritics show,
and the hope which is again renewed in them can
only be understood by questioning such a patient.
In the cases of the younger patients, many times
they are entirely rid of their condition.
In orthopedics and foot technique. Osteopathy
has gone far ahead of the rest of the medical field.
Heretofore, too many physicians, except those spe-
cializing in this field, almost totally disregarded the
feet. If the patient's feet hurt and there was no
reason to suspect a fracture or break, arches were
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prescrilied. Too often this indiscriminate arch pre-
i^cribiny; and similar errors only aggravated the con-
dition. Today, the Osteopathic physician knows
and understands the structure and mechanics of
the lower extremities. He has learned certain ways
of manipulating the foot to aid it in its work.
Equally important is his study of types of feet,
lypes of shoes, lasts, arches, lifts, when they are
indicated, and when not. So the Osteopath is cer-
la nly in a wonderful position to care for those mis-
treated and ofttimes forgotten feet. F"ar fetched as
it may seem to many, internal diseases of the body
itself have been shown to have arisen from "bad"
feet.
The upper extremity,- also comes in for its share
of "knocks and bumps," none of which may pro-
duce actual gross pathology. Perhaps there is no
break, nor fracture, nor sprain; but there still is
something wrong. Otherwise we would have free-
dom of motion, no pains or aches, and normal
usage. Can we skip over this, and hope that in a
few days the trouble will be gone? No, there is
something wrong present, and the Osteopathic
physician is especially trained to correct it.
Since cardiac or heart disturbances cause a large
number of deaths they are quite seriously viewed
by the physician. F"requently cases of "heart
trouble" have their prognosis changed from doubt-
ful to hopeful under Osteopathic care. Sometimes
these results cannot be satisfactorily explained in
detail because this involves physiological phe-
nomena which are not clearly understood at the
present time. These problems require long and
tedious research. Complicated nervous and vascu-
lar physiology serve as the basis of the explanation.
The clinical results, however, is what the patient
seeks and receives from the Osteopathic physician.
Acute infectious diseases are daily being shown to
have more effect on the patient's health than was
formerly assumed. Many times those childhood
diseases of measles, mumps, whooping cough, and
colds were almost thought of as nece sary and in-
consequential. As a result, the after effects, or
sequellae, frequently attacked the heart and the
other vital organs of the body. It is here that the
Osteopathic physician shows his training as a phy-
sician and a prolonger of life. Under Osteopathic
care these patients have milder attacks of these dis-
eases, the defensive forces of the body are sup-
ported by manipulation, and the physician does
not allow the patient out of bed until he is sure
serious complications have not arisen. Treatment
is continued even after the disease has been oxer-
come as a safety and precautionary measure. The
heart has laeen termed the pump of life, and it is
truly that. With this in mind, the Osteopathic phy-
sician strives to reduce after effects so that the
heart, a ven,' frequent site of sequellae, is not
affected.
The Osteopathic hospitals throughout the coun-
try give their patients greater care than is found
in the majority of institutions. The patients are
astounded and highly appreciative of the great
attention accorded them. Where surgery is neces-
sary, pre-operative and post-operative care are fac-
tors at least as great, if not more important, than
the surgical. In this respect the manipulative
therapy of the Osteopathic school is the agent by
which our patients are so marvelously aided. The
patient is "built up" to their best po.ssible condition
before surgery, and those terrible post-operative gas
pains are to a large degree eliminated by this sci-
entific manipulation. Our hospitals are, without
exaggeration, crowded to capacity. It is hoped
that in a few years, when enough money has been
obtained to again start a building program, a larger
number of patients may more readily be accom-
modated.
It is claimed that the future of a people rests
\\ ith their babies and children. In this field, Oste-
opathy again excels. Not only are diets prescribed
scientifically, not only are habits regulated, but
manipulative treatments are given which aid the
baby and child in warding ofT those childhood infec-
tions. Any physician would much rather prevent a
condition than cure it.
Thus, it is towards this end, and many others,
that the problems of Osteopathic research are di-
rected. Since Osteopathic therapy sheds a new
light on treatment, it is onh- natural that problems
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along these lines hitherto not fully explained nor
proven should be attacked. All the facilities avail-
able are being used to their greatest efficiency. Now,
more than at any previous time, research workers
in the field of Osteopathy are carrying out an ex-
tensive program to add more scientific proof to
that already put forth in order to more strongly
support our therapy. As our research continues to
prove itself to be scientific and essential, it will at-
tract more and more aid to itself—as it is doing at
oresent.
Each year as Osteopathy advances and gathers
more followers, we find new hospitals started and
new hospitals completed. This has been through
the support of the public— a public that wants
'esults and gets them with Osteopathy more than
any other school of medicine. And not the least
"actor in this spread of Osteopathy is the part
played by our clinics. Our patients are treated as
oeople, not diseases. This fact alone crowds our
facilities, and it is with regret that we cannot care
for all those sufferers who apply for aid. With the
support of the public, we can help "heal the sick
and make wise the simple."
So we find today that a title of Dr. is quite gen-
eral in its description. This man may be a doctor
of philosophy, education, or of innumerable other
fields; or he may hold this degree from a medical
college as we have shown, but even this field has
its variations. The degree D.O., which the Osteo-
pathic physician is allowed by law, serves to dis-
tinguish him from the other two schools of medical
thought which are given a degree of M.D. But it
is not only the title which serves to distinguish the
Osteopathic physician. It is his results, his relief,
his cures, his prevention. These all serve to make
the Osteopathic medical practitioner the healer of
the sick, the maintainer of the healthy, and the
MODERN PHYSICIAN.
A S DR. ANDREW TAYLOR
still began the science and practice of
Osteopathy in Kirksville, Missouri, so did
Dr. O. J. Snyder perpetuate his Osteopathic
concepts in Philadelphia. Dr. O. J. Snyder
has been an ardent enthusiast, and a great
legislative worker for Osteopathic advance-
ment throughout the East.
DR. O. J. SNYDER
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THE studies of the Freshman year are designed primarilyto introduce the new student to the basic knowledge
upon which any study of the healing art must be founded.
Throughout this year the key word describing the studies is
"normal." Instruction in Physiology and Gross Anatomy are
outstanding. The instruction in Gross Anatomy is supplemented
by that in microscopic anatomy where histologic specimens are
examined and sketched. Closely correlated with these subjects,
there is included laboratory and didactic work in Embryology.
Histology, and Physiological Chemistry, where again emphasis is
laid particularly upon the recognition of normal structure and
function as a groundwork for the study of Pathology and Patho-
logic physiology in later years. Physiology is presented as a
continuation of the college Physics courses, demonstrating Dr.
Still's concept of the body as a machine by an explanation of
the body's functioning in accordance with certain fundamental
physical principles. In Physiological Chemistry, the normal
chemistry of the body's functions is stressed primarily, although
there is opportunity for the student to see the possibility of ab-
normal reactions and their effect on the body. The result of
such a carefully balanced curriculum is to present the student
with a well-rounded and colorful picture of the functions and
structures of the human body.
Dissection of cadavers is initiated into the curriculum at the
beginning of the second semester. In this subject, the student
is in a position to associate his study of Didactic Anatomy with
actual dissection and observation. Division of the class into
relatively small groups facilitates better instruction by virtue of
more intimate contact between student and instructor.
Throughout the term, while the formal didactic work is con-
tinued on its course, many opportunities arise for the Freshman
to draw his own conclusions as to the efficacy of Osteopathy.
Contact with instructors, upperclassmen, and men in the pro-
fession from outside the college, hospital and clinic serves to
strengthen belief in Osteopathy which in some cases may have
been inhibited through lack of knowledge of the art and its
concept.
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DEPARTMENT HEADS
hmen CIrcsn c ass
E. A. Green B.A.,D.O.,M.Sc.
Professor of Descriptive
Anatomy
Professor of Physiology
R. C. Erb
B.S., M.S.
Professor in Chemistry am!
Toxicology
I
F. R. Long
D.O. MSc.
Professor of Principles of
Osteopathy
Director of Research
G. S. ROTHMEYER
D.O. M.Sc.
Professor of Anatomy
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Anatomy—to the Freshman his most important
subject and his biggest headache.
Physiological Chemistry—basicalh- important, it
is none the less interesting.
Physiology—a fundamental science which receives
much attention all of this vear.
Principles of Osteopathy—necessarih- a highly im-
portant subject.
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FRESHMEN
c^, C^ Cf
Frederick Anne, Jr.
Harry Breitmax
Charles Brimfleld
Robert R. BRo-nx
Thomas B. Byrxe
AxTox H. Claus
Leox Cohex
Louis J. Cohex
JoHx D. Cornelius
Charles R. Costa
David W. Cr-\gg
f^ ^, ^
Eexjamix Ginsberg
Sidney Greenspan-
Morton Greent\"ald
RAYxfOND B. King
Harry Kochman
George H. Kolax-der
Leon Lasser
Norman Lazix
Nathaniel Leibowitz
Edward Listokix
Louis Lottenberg
George ;Manieri
Emil L. Errico—No picture
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Albert Mathews
Anthony T. Meli
Howard Meminger
Clastine Neece
Louis Nelsons
Louis Pessin
Bernard J. Plone
Charles L Poster
Alexander Price
Robert E. Purvis
Don E. Ranney
William Reynolds
FRESHMEN
Lloyd J. Robinson
Robert G. Scher
Gustave L. Schultz
Jay Schwartz
Kenneth P. Seacord
David Silverman
Herbert Steinberg
Daniel D. Silk
Warren H. Swenson
Philip B. Terry, Jr.
Glenn F. Ulanski
Hubert A. Wagner
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STILL grasping fundamentals, but padding them with an
interesting amount of chnical appHcation, marks the ad-
^•ance to the second year in professional preparation. Lec-
tures present the Sophomores with theory; labs enable them to
practice it. Certain Freshman subjects are continued into the
second year, while many new studies are added to the curriculum.
Dissection—wherein are revealed the "mysteries" of Descrip-
tive Anatomy and the student is enabled to see for himself I
anatomical relationships which were memorized in the Freshman |
year. Bacteriolgy—unveiling, then attacking the "killers of .
men." \\'orking with such virulent organisms as Streptococcus, J
Staphylococcus, Tubercle, Anthrax, and Typhoid Bacilli give
the students many anxious moments and much profitable experi-
ence. Here, among other things, is learned sterile technique ..
which must be employed in practice. Topographic and Visceral
Anatomy teach normal structure; Physiology teaches normal i
function; while Pathology indicates the abnormalities of both \
and brings an understanding to the confused student of why he
is becoming a physician. Neuro-Anatomy removes the veil from
the architecture and activity of an exceedingly complex nervous
system. Pharmacology is studied in a very complete and com-
prehensive manner, special emphasis being placed upon the use
of medicinal agents which are of proven value. All of these,
accompanied by introductions to Osteopathic Technique, Prin-
ciples of Osteopathy, Physical Diagnosis, Minor Surgery, and /,
History Taking initiate the gradual transition from student to
physician.
The correlation of these subjects and their use is called the
Practice of Medicine. The modern application of this practice is
called Osteopathy.
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SOPHOMORES
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DEPARTMENT HEADS
Sophomore Class
Joseph F. Py
D.O. M.Sc. (Ost.)
Professor of Bacteriology
and Hygiene
Otterbeix Dressler
D.O. M.Sc. (Ost.)
Professor of Pathology
R.\LPH L. Fisher
D.O.. M.Sc. (Ost.)
Professor of Practice
Director of Clinics
C. Haddox Soden, D.O., M.Sc. (Ost.)
Professor of Osteopathic
Technique
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Technique—manipulative procedures become more
than theoretical.
Practice—the first inkling of the practical life of a
doctor comes from this department.
Bacteriology—a subject teaching us exactness be-
sides supplying interest.
Pathology—explaining what is behind our daily
ills.
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SOPHOMORES
4i
Robert Abbott Saul Bernstein
Henry Aroxs HERNtAX Blumf.nthal
Sherwood Herman Samuel Blumstein
Richard Bond
Laurence Bower
Charles Chalmers
HER^tAN Caplan Harry Davis
Paux Croushore Frederick Dubin
Philip Cutler Leon Hedson
Paul S. Enck
^^ILBERT R. ErICKSON
Israel Feldman
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SOPHOMORES
John Flack Harold Green
Arnold Gerber Charles Green
Maurice Goldstein Wallace Gregory
Margaret Hassett
L. Roy Dunkelburger
David Hodgson
Betty Hoffman Lester Kent
Morris Horowitz Harry Krasney
Kenneth King Reuben Kuptsow
Carl Knoop
John Leech
Kermit Lyman
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SOPHOMORES
Freeman Long Charles Ming
Alex Lyons Jack Morgansteix
Elizabeth Mellott \Villl\m G. Morris
Doris Mover
John Olson
Henrv Perry
Harry Petri—No picture
O. O O'
D r^ ft,
^
/,
\\'lLLL\M PoLLARA WiLLIAM RiEBER
Harold Ramsey Robert Roscoe
Hugo Ranelle \V. Wesley Rowe
James Russo
Albert Sarafian
Robert E. Shaw
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SOPHOMORES
Walter Thorp
Edward Tibbetts
Harold Weiner
Edward White
Loren Woodley
Joseph Vingiprova
John Sheetz
Howard Schultz
Walter Shultz
Jules Siegel
George Slotoroff
W. C. Spence, Jr.
Kenneard Stiegleman—No picture
Albert Styles—No picture
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DOCTOR. That hiijhly desirable and long-sought title
has tinalh- come within their grasp. Perhaps their fel-
low students jokingly call them b%- that name, but the
clinic patients Ho not joke when they look to these Juniors for
relief.
Since a large part of this year is spent in the clinic, the asso-
ciated subjects which are taught the students are of a very prac-
tical nature. Not only are they given didactic and clinical
aspects of Obstetrics, Acute Infectious Diseases, Pediatrics, and
Gynecology; but they actually apply them. Since, too, in this
year student interneship is a part of ever>-one's course, thej'
learn various hospital procedures, methods of utilization of the
various accepted drugs, and varieties of technique in manipula-
tive procedures. The study of Cardio-\'ascular diseases occupies
a prominent position in the.Junior curriculum. JMinor and major
surgical courses also play an interesting and important part in
the student's course of didactic and clinical study.
Dietary, bj^ being so important in the daily life of all people,
has devoted to it a special course in the curriculum. Diseases of
the bones and joints are also studied, with emphasis placed on
such subjects as gout and arthritis. The truh- Osteopathic fields
of Preventive Medicine and Hygiene are studied. Other subjects
in the curriculum of the Junior year include: Applied Principles,
Pathology, Foot Technique, Metabolic Diseases, Gastroenter-
ology, Toxicology% Rhinologj", Laryngology^ Urology, Psychia-
try-. Roentgenologv", and Anesthesiology. There are various
clinic periods de^"oted to heart cases, bone and joint pathology,
and the presentation of varied cases.
I
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JUNIORS
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DEPARTMENT HEADS
Junior Class
Ruth E. Tixley
D.O .M.Sc (Ost.)
Professor of Pediatrics
H. \\ ALTER Evans
D.O., M.Sc. (Ost.)
Professor of Obstetrits
Edward G. Drew
D.O., M.S.. D.Sc. (Ost.) F.A.C OS.
Professor of Gynecology
Professor of Clinical
Surgery
D. S. B. Pennock
M.D., D.O., D.Sc. (Ost.)
Professor of Surgery
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Gynecology—women's diseases and their treatment
are thoroughly studied.
Surgery—impressive because of its interest and
its results.
Obstetrics—its importance to life and a successful
practice is not underestimated.
Pediatrics—in which we learn why healthy adults
grow from healthy children.
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JUNIORS
t
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%:
Robert Arble Mervyx E. Barrows
CarroUtown, Pa. Carbondale. Pa.
Alfred Bernhard Marvin- Blumberg
Richmond, \'a. Philadelphia, Pa.
Harriet
George Jaxheimer
I
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I
JUNIORS
Arble
Bill Gerhart
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Harold Breetwor Larry Brown
Los Angeles, Calif. Troy, Pa.
Ray H. Bryan Irving Butler
New Kensington, Pa. Worcester, Mass
JUNIORS
Boyd Button Raymond Chaitin
Georgetown, Del. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Orlo R. Clark, Jr. WiLLLAM Davis
White Plains, N. Y. Scranton, Pa.
Jay
Steve "K"
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JUNIORS
Don
Sorenson Johnny
Mark Delia
Vandergrift, Pa.
John Drew
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Brant Ditmore
Philadelphia, Pa.
George Esayian
Philadelphia, Pa.
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\
Sol Feldman Joseph F. Fairlie
Brooklyn, N. Y. Asbury Park, N. J.
Ruth Franz Fred Gedney
E. S. Pittsburgh, Pa. Syracuse, N. Y.
Raeuch Snider
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JUNIORS
Marv
Tucker Feldman
Bernard Geller
Wyncote, Pa.
Paul Gerhart
Emaus, Pa.
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Rudolph Gerber
New York City, N. Y.
John Green
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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JUNIORS
», <»' f.]
r
Daniel Harkins Jacob Hicol\n
Elizabeth, N. J. Philadelphia, Pa.
William Jaxheimer Seargent Jealous
Forest Hills, N. Y. Tomaston, Me.
^d'¥r
Bill and Ronny
MacCauley Clark
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JUNIORS
Winokur
Noar Carolyn
Nelson H. Jones
Paoli, Pa.
Carolyn Kramer
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Elsie Koch
Philadelphia, Pa.
Richard Lentz
Philadelphia, Pa.
JUNIORS
i^9i^ T^P>»
r -'^^
Charles Lichtenwalner. Jr.
Lansdale, Pa.
Carl Marsh
Worcester. Mass.
John M. Martin
Marietta, Pa.
M. Ernest McCacley
Davton, Ohio
Mitnick
Sid
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JUNIORS
'Dit"
Danny
Walt
Clifford W. McClintock
Philadelphia, Pa.
Nathan Mitnick
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Steven McDaniel
Melrose, Mass.
George Moore
Lvnn, Mass.
JUNIORS
r
Jay Moore Gertrude Noar
Bridgeton, N. J. Philadelphia, Pa.
George Northup Frieda Oshever
Morristown. N. J. Brooklyn. N. V.
Ruberg
Bob Drew
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JUNIORS
^t
-jafe. iC?
^"^nja^
Starkey
Freda Breetwor
Ronald Pencek
Scranton, Pa.
William Richman
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Randall Raeuchle
Harrisburg, Pa.
T. Louise Riddell
Williamsport, Pa.
^^mma
JUNIORS
Raymond Ruberg Flrence E. S.\bino
Philadelphia, Pa. New York Cit>-, N. Y.
Lewis B. Schneider M.ARTH.\ Shields
Philadelphia, Pa. Harrisburg, Pa.
Wells
Smith Schneider
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JUNIORS
Brown
Tompkins Barrows
Israel Siekierka
Philadelphia, Pa.
J. Kenneth Smith
Jenkintown, Pa.
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A. Robert Smith
Orabell, N. J.
Walter Smithson
Upper Darby, Pa.
JUNIORS
Alan J. Snider Niels Sorenson
William, Ontario, Canada Santa Fe, New Mexico
LUELLE StARKEY Warren Tavener
Glenolden, Pa. East Orange, N. J.
Jake
Dick Georgie
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Bryan
Carl Butler
Ralph Tomei
Stroudsburg, Pa.
Henry Tucker
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Bruce Tompkins
Norwalk, Conn.
Donald Ulrich
Kent, Ohio
JUNIORS
Harriet Weisgerber Sidney Weitberg
Penfield, Pa. Roxborough. Pa.
Roger S. Wells Robert Wever
Bay Shore, N. Y. Sparta. X. J.
Chaitin
Jones Button
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JUNIORS
Meyer Winokur
Philadelphia, Pa.
Sarg
Charlie Tavener
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JUNIOR CLASS HISTORY
FOR three years, we, as Osteopathic neophytes, have cHmbed theladder of therapeutic knowledge. Today we find ourselves within
shooting distance of the top. As we near the end of our formal edu-
cation, we stop and look back—not with regret, but with a feeling of warmth
from our many pleasant associations together.
We gaze at the foot of the ladder. Time turns back to the fall of 1935.
There was the line-up to pay the first tuition, either by promises or cash
of our sojourn together. In the line was a Canadian Scotchman, a lad of
German descent from \'irginia, a sunkist Californian, and numerous Jersey
"skeeters" plus an even greater number of Pennsylvania Dutchmen. Over
the whole line hung a haze of green, which spelled "Frosh." My! What a
year that was!! We became a bunch of Cardio-vascular symptoms, walking
around upon a pair of uncertain extremities. We had dyspnea from too
much Anatomical exertion, palpitation from Physiological "accidents,"
and spots before the eyes from our highly successful Freshman Formal
and Charity Ball m.emories. Murmurs and regurgitations of what was to
be our fate during the coming Sophomcre year came to us from the class
a year ahead. Spells of vertigo overtook us when we thought of what was
yet to come. As treatment for these symptoms, we took numerous in-
jections of sleigh rides and "weenie" roasts, which proved to be invaluable
aids through their relaxing effects. However, a few went into acute cardiac
spasm, which was aggravated by some moonlight nights—and they, of
course, got married.
Upon our return for the much-talked and cussed about Sophomore
year, we soon became Obstetrical patients. We had a rapidly growing
tum.or, which was complicated by the fact that it was in a malposition.
Our tumor was becoming a cranial one in type and pain. The nerv'ous
system seemed to be developing with amazing speed. The digestive system
was rather deficient. As the tumor grew and we became "due" for the
delivery of the goods at Mid-years, complications of a severe order set in
with amazing speed. We had spells of nausea when we were told that we
must deliver Nervous Anatomj-, \'isceral Anatomy, Topographical .-Ynat-
omy and Dissection at one time. Up to this time we had only to deliver
one brain child a day, but the thought of four births in one day caused our
blood pressure to go sky-rocketing. Surely one of the toxemias of preg-
nancy had set in upon us. We immediately went into labor. Some of the
brain children had to be delivered with high forceps, but finally it was all
over. Those who had a breech presentation, naturally had to take re-exams.
In fact, a few Cesareans were performed for the small price of thirty dollars.
Som.e succumbed, but mcst sur^'ived and are now living and well. The
second stage of our labors was less e\"entful. We were now multiparas with
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much experience. Any further labor pains were taken as the course of
events. When we again became "due" in June, we dehvered with much
more ease and with fewer tears and necessary repairs.
As Juniors we became psychological mishaps. We all had a neurosis
or a psychosis. A large majority had illusions of grandeur. However, all
were well cured by the "shock" treatment given in February. Anyone
who didn't take a re-exam was a "sissy." Then came the Utopia. We
were doctors—at least we were called such by the clinic patients. In a few
short weeks we became self-proclaimed diagnosticians, obstetricians and
noEe-dropless rhinologists. When we did our intern work, some suffered
from severe attacks of nursitis, a condition brought on by several of our
more beauteous nurses plus the ever present roving eyes and romantic
imaginations of our fellow classmates. As yet, the prognosis looks favor-
able and none have completely succumbed. However, there are a few sus-
piciously high temperatures, which seem to have a characteristic week end
rise.
Among our other Junior accomplishments, we have become Lab tech-
nicians and Pediatricians, par excellence. We know of nothing more pleasing
than to draw up one of the many easy chairs found in the clinic on a Tues-
day or Thursdav afternoon, and listen with rapture to the melodious squalls
and counter-squalls of the more brilliant of Philadelphia's future citizens.
Below the soprano and tenor notes of these Osteopathic children, can be
heard a low, sonorous rumble—with an occasional, well-placed "damn."
We can't ofhcially imagine what the source of the lower notes is—but we
do have some rather accurate suspicions. Upstairs our technicians are at
work. In the Chemistry laboratory we find a urinary field day, while in
the Pathology laboratory, our classmates are counting those bad little
leucocytes, who seem to have heard nothing of birth control. On the
slightest excuse, they make the Dionnes look like reproductive "sissies."
After the clinic hours were over, we did have time to have a very suc-
cessful Prom at the Hotel Philadelphian, although some had to bribe the
stork to forget about their obstetrical patients for one evening. So our
Junior year has finished. A lot of worries, joys and hard work has been our
lot together. Our scholastic life, we feel, would not have been complete
without them.
As we turn our retrospective gaze forward, we see our goal, "Doctor
of Osteopathy" before us. A few dangerous rungs are ahead, but with the
guidance of those who have preceded us, we again start our climb upwards.
Beyond we see a road—not paved with ease and idleness, but one which
must be conscientiously traveled. We see responsibility at every corner.
However, behind every responsibility we see the glow of the reward, satis-
faction, which we know belongs to all who accept and practice the laws
of a true physician. We have accepted its subtle challenge—and are pre-
pared to march forward—together.
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COLLEGE CANDIDS
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THE Junior and Senior years are connected by summer
clinical and hospital work in which all of the new seniors
participate. The time is so divided that the usual sum-
mer vacation is cut down to one month, the remaining two
months being spent in the hospital and clinics.
With the official start of the Senior year in September, the
day is so divided that the morning hours are spent in class, and
the afternoon hours in laboratory and general clinic. As a carry-
over from the Junior year, one group of students serves an interne-
ship in the hospital during the normal day. However, if need be,
they are on twenty-four-hour service. The didactic work of the
first semester includes many subjects which are continued from
the Junior year. New courses are instituted in Jurisprudence,
Proctology, Neurology, Ophthalmology, Otology, Respiratory
Diseases, Kidney Diseases, Blood Diseases, Endocrinology, Der-
matology, Radiology and Orthopedic Surgery.
Work in the special clinics starts in the second semester of
this year. The class is divided into small groups of six or seven
students. Each has definite assignments under the heads of
these specialties. In addition to the special clinical work, several
new didactic subjects are added to the already large curriculum.
These include Bronchoscopy, Mental Hygiene, Tuberculosis,
Syphilology, Electrocardiography, Physical Therapy, and Vene-
reology. At the middle of the second semester the preparation
for the state board examinations is started. This is an intensive
two-month review of all subjects in which examinations are
required by the various states.
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SENIORS
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DEPARTMENT HEADS
Senior Class
William Otis Galbreath
D.O., D.Sc. (Ost.)
Professor of Ophtlialmology
and Otolaryngology
J. Francis Smith
D.O., M.Sc. (Ost.)
Neurology and Phychiatry
H. WiLLARD StERRETT
D.O., M.Sc. (Ost.)
Professor of Genito- Urinary
Diseases
J. Ernest Leuzinger
D.O.,M.Sc. (Ost.)
Professor of Bronchoscopy
Associate Professor of
Ophthalmology and
Otolaryngology
syr«AP$is * 1038
Urology—since it is the subject of many com-
plaints, is comprehensiveK' studied.
Radiology—its excellent results diagnostically and
therapeutically demand study.
Ophthalmology—the. prevalence of eye pathology
makes this studv necessary.
Rhinology, Laryngology and Bronchoscopy— are
subjects whose real value are only recently receiving
true respect.
1
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Norma Lee Amy
Washington, D. C.
S. Donald Avery
Philadelphia, Pa.
Frederick Arble
CarroUtown. Pa.
.'\XTHO.\Y BaRBANERA
New York City, N. V.
SENIORS
k- ..
Lawrenxe G. Beal
Sodus, N. Y.
Eleanor C. Beck
Woodbury. N. J.
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SENIORS
George F. Betts
Philadelphia, Pa.
Edward D. Brown
Philadelphia, Pa.
Eleanor E. Boal
Philadelphia, Pa.
Harold Bruner
Philadelphia, Pa.
William H. Behringer, Jr.
AUentown, Pa.
Nathaniel N. Berman
Philadelphia, Pa.
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SENIORS
Joseph P. Curran John E. DeMattia
Carbondale, Pa. Stapleton, N. Y.
Richard G. Diamond R. Gilbert Dorr.\nce
Philadelphia, Pa. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Harold Bi rxard
Lone; Island. N. V.
W. DUANE BURNARD
Carbondale, Pa.
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SENIORS
R. DwiGHT Doyle
Philadelphia, Pa.
Lester Eisenberg
Philadelphia, Pa.
Ruth V. Emanuel
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lewis E. English, Jr.
Media, Pa.
William H. Cable, Jr.
Danbury, Conn.
Donald Christian
East Orange, N. J
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/ / .
Thaddeus Ernest Robert C. Erwin
Long Island City, N. Y. Allentown, Pa.
RuGERio S. Flocco Morris D. Fo.x
Philadelphia, Pa. Atlantic City, N. J
SENIORS
Russell E. Fry
Reading, Pa.
Dew.\ine L. Gedney
Syracuse, N. Y.
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SENIORS
WlLLL\M D. HOLLSTEIN
Spring Lake, N.J.
D. Jane Isenberg
Philadelphia, Pa.
Stephen N. Hopkins
Sodus, N. Y.
Raymond B. Juni
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Herman Gentile
Providence, R. 1.
Stuart F. Harkness
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Norman La Bove John S. Lanese
Haddonfield, N. J. Elmhurst, N. Y.
Joseph Laytin Theodore Livingston
Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa.
En Kaggen
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Harry X. Kerr
Philadelphia, Pa.
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SENIORS
Richard S. Koch
Elkins Park, Pa.
Louis H. Krebs
New York City, N. Y.
'S**
'9f^
C. Edwin Long, Jr.
Utica, N. Y.
Simon M. Lubin
Philadelphia, Pa.
Roderick MacDon.\ld
Cumberland Mills, Me.
Thomas A. McClimans
Beaver, Pa.
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William D. Meminger
Juniata, Pa.
Marion J. Norton
Whitinsville, Mass.
Charles R. Norton
New York City, N. Y.
Beatrice Packard
Swampscott, Mass.
SENIORS
Arthcr E. Rodgers
Hartford, Conn.
Anthony T. Rosa
Brooklyn. N. Y.
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SENIORS
Earl Scally
Philadelphia, Pa.
Ormond DeF. Seibert
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Harry Scally
Philadelphia, Pa.
VViLLL\M L. Silverman
Philadelphia, Pa.
Horj\ce D. Simmons
Grove City, Pa.
Louis M. Simon
Philadelphia, Pa.
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SENIORS
Jacob Spuxgix Lewis B. Spence
W'orcester, Mass. White Plains, N. Y.
DwiGHT A. Stiles Bernard J. X. St. John
Da\ ton, Ohio Northampton, Mass.
Philip Smith
York. Pa.
H. Miles Sxyder
Greensboro, Vt.
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SENIORS
Brewster E. Topping
Newark, N. J.
Alexander R. Urbont
New York Citv, N. Y.
Antonio A. Vergara
Manila, P. I.
Emanuel M. Viscusi
Lona: Island, N. Y.
Mona Williams
Brooklyn, N. Y.
George C. Wolf
Lancaster, Pa.
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SENIORS
Harold C. Waddel
Paterson, N. J.
Allen W. Weeks
Province, N. H.
F. Gerald Webster
Rome, N. Y.
A-\RON Weintraub
New York, N. Y.
Pavl F. Woolridge
Juniata, Altoona, Pa.
A-\RON Zeldis
Philadelphia. Pa.
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SENIORS
3n jHemorp
ANTHONY BARBANERA
who would have graduated in our
class, June 1938
J. Howard Pulker
Staten Island, N. Y.
Charles E. Reeder
Troy, Kansas
(No Picture)
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PHI SIGMA GAMMA
OFFICERS
Alax Snider
President
Warrex Tavener
Vice-President
John Martin
Treasurer
Edward Davis
Secretary
Front Row. Left to Right: Woolridge, McClimans, Fr\', Harkness, Koch, Snider, Gerhart, Juni,
Pulker. Middle Row: Davis, Weeks, Irwin, Essayian, Lentz, Tavener, Green, Lichtenwalner,
Martin, Rieber. Back Row: Long, Wagner, Brown. Brim field, Rowe, Dunkelberger, H. Schultz
King, Reynolds, Cornelius.
David S. B. Pennock, M.D., D.O., D.Sc.
Ralph L. Fischer, D.O., M.Sc.
F. Carlton Street, D.O.
Frederick Long, D.O.. M.Sc.
J. Ernest Leuzinger, D.O., M.Sc.
O. J. Snvder. D.6., D.Sc.
Paul T. Lloyd, D.O., M.Sc.
George S. Rothmever, D.O., M.Sc.
Harrv C. Hessdorfer. D.O.
Arthur M. Flack, D.O.
William Daiber, D.O.
Lester R. Mellott, D.O.
Earl F. Riceman, D.O.
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Herbert V. Durkee, D.O., M.Sc.
William C. Weisbecker, D.O.
Enrique Vergara, D.O.
Wilbur P. Lutz, D.O.
Guv W. Merrvman, B.S., D.O.
John J. McHcnr\-, D.O.
Angus G. Cathie, D.O.
C. Haddon Soden, D.O.
James A. Frazer, D.O.
Ignatius L. McCormack, D.O.
Tolbert Struse, D.O.
Edwin Cressman, D.O.
Robert C. McDaniel, D.O.
Clarence Baldwin, D.O.
Eugene M. Coffee, D.O.
Charles W. Snyder. Jr.. D.O.
Joseph L. Sikorski, D.O.
William Pohlig, D.O.
Carl Frey. D.O.
Samuel Scott. D.O.
Harrv E. Binder, D.O.
Clement W. Eddy, D.O.
Robert E. Bachman, D.O.
Joseph L. Root. Ill, D.O.
Francis L. Rossell, D.O.
William Barnhurst, D.O.
Richard Koch
Ra\mond Juni
John Pulker
Russell Fr\-
Paul Woolridge
Alan Snider
Marconi Delia
Paul Gerhart
John Green
John Martin
CLASS OF 1938
Robert Erwin
Allen Weeks
Thomas McClimans
Philip Smith
Roderick IMacDonald
CLASS OF 1939
V\'arren Tavener
Clifford McClintock
George Esa\ian
Charles Lichtenwalner
Richard Lentz
Kermit Lyman
Roy Dunkleberger
Freeman Long
Wesle\- Rowe
John Cornelius
\\'illiam Reynolds
Robert Brown
CLASS OF 1940
Howard Schultz
William Rieber
Edward Davis
Harold Ramsey
CLASS OF 1941
Raymond King
Emil Errico
Hubert Wagner
William Brim field
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IOTA TAU SIGMA
OFFICERS
'Donald Ulrich
President
RED Gedney
Vice-President
ilALPH TOMEI
Treasurer
A''alter Shultz
Secretary
Front Roiv, Left to Right: Ulrich, Awi \
Do\Ie, Brown, Sorenson. Middle Row.
McCauley, Jealous, Gedne\', Jones, Drew
Sptiice, GrcJneN , Behringer, Uorrance. Slik-s, Long,
Steigelman, Sheetz, Petri, Hodgson. Tomei, Butler,
Harkinss, Pollara, Tibbetts. Back Row: Costa, Byrne,
Ranne\-, Claus, Menninger, Anne, Nelson, Swenson, W. Schultz, Morris, Roscoe, Leech, G. Schultz.
_ G. Drew, D.O., D.Sc, F.A.C.O.S.
i. Willard Sterrett, D.O., M.Sc.
idgar O. Holden, A.B., D.O.
H. Walter Evans. D.O., M.Sc.
oseph F. Py, D.O., M.Sc.
i^eo C. Wagner, D.O.
larmon Y. Kiser, D.O.
D. B. Balbirnie, Ph.G., D.O., M.Sc.
V. Otis Galbreath, D.O., D.Sc.
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Francis J. Smith, D.O.
O. J. Snyder, D.O., D.Sc.
Ralph P. Baker, D.O.
William S. Spaeth, D.O.
Earl Gedne\-, D.O.
R. C. Ammerman, D.O.
Munro Purse, D.O.
Ernest Ruzicka, D.O.
George B. Hylander, D.O.
Oewaine Gedney
Clarence Long
^ewis Spence
Villiam Behringer
Donald Ulrich
'red Gedney
Jeorge Moore
rving Butler
iiargent Jealous
.ialph Tomei
CLASS OF 1938
Ray Dorrance
Dwight Stiles
Robert Doyle
Harry Kerr
Donald Avery
CLASS OF 1939
John Drew
Daniel Harkins
Milton McCauley
Lawrence Brown
Nelson Jones
Niels Sorenson
Walter Shultz
David Hodgson
Robert Shaw
John Sheetz
Donald Ranney
Albert Mathews
William Morris
Louis Nelson
James Hotham, D.O.
Edward Smith, D.O.
John McCorkle, D.O.
Peter H. Brearley, D.O., M.Sc.
H. Mahlon Gehman, D.O.
Edward A. Green, A.B., D.O., M.Sc.
David Shuman, D.O.
Reginald Teague, D.O.
CLASS OF 1940
James Russo
Keanneard Stiegelman
Robert Roscoe
Harry Petri
William Pollara
CLASS OF 1941
Warren Swenson
Fred Anne
David Craig
PLEDGES
Anton Claus
Gustave Schultz
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ATLAS CLUB
OFFICERS
Robert Sniith
President
Edward White
Vice-Preiident
Chas. Chaln.er'.
Jack Olson
Treasurer
Secretarv
Bottom Row, Wolfe, Burnard, Pencek, Smith, Christian, Hopkins, Webster, Cable, St. John. Second
Row, Terry, Wells, Schneider, Bryan, Hickman, Seibert, Ditmore, Clark, Waver, Buinhardt,
Raeuchle, W'oodly. Third Row, Olson, Robinson. Bond, Lyons, Gregory, King, Thorpe, Chalmers,
Craushore, Kent, White.
D. S. B. Pennock, M.D., D.O., D.Sc.
J. F.Smith, D.O.
Otterbein Dressier, D.O., M.Sc.
Theodore Steigler, D.O.
Ralph Secor, A.B., D.O.
James Eaton, D.O.
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
D. E. Stambaugh, D.O.
Arthur Flack, A.B., D.O.
Bailev Flack, D.O.
Curtis H. Muncie, D.O.
William MacDougall, B.S., D.O.
Warren Baldwin, D.O.
Kenneth Wheeler. D.O.
Joseph C. Snvder. B.S., D.O.
Herbert W. Haines, D.O.
Thomas A. Fleming, D.O.
Robert Gillander. D.O.
Ralph P. Baker, D.O.
Orrin O. Bashline, D.O.
CLASS OF 1938
William Cable, Jr.
Ormond de F. Seibert
Donald Christian
George Wolf
Brant Ditmore
Robert Smith
Jacob Hickman
Ronald Pencek
Stephen Hopkins
Gerald Webster
Bernard St. John
Harold Burnard
CLASS OF 1939
Lewis Schneider
Orlo Clark, Jr.
Roger Wells
Robert W'ever
Lester Kent
John Olson
Richard Bond
Alexander Lyons
Kenneth King
Alfred Bernard
Paul Croushore
Lloyd Robinson
Rav Brvan
CLASS OF 1940
Walter Thorp
Loren Woodlex
Charles Chalmers
Henry Perry
Edward W hite
PLEDGES
John Flack
Randal Raeuchle
Wallace Gregory
Philip Terry
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LAMBDA OMICRON GAMMA
n r%f%
t% '
OFFICERS
Sidney Weitberg
Preside?]!
Jack Morgen^tern
Vice-President
PriiLip Cutler
Treasurer
Davio Silverman
Seereta r v
If f ^'^'^ f Mfit. f
'm % f T
^
t-f^
Seated, Left to Right: Plone, L. Cohen, B. Ginsburg, Silk, Steinberg, Lazin, Lasser, Greenspan
Poster, D. Silverman, Kolander. First Roii<: W. Silverman, Eisenberg, Livingston, H. Green
Weitberg, Krebs, Ruberg, Bernstein, Laytin, Lubin, Brown. Second Row: Tucker, L. J. Cohen
LeibowitE, Weintraub, R. Gerber, Zeldin, Spungin, Winokur, Bruner, La Bove, Blumberg,
Breetwor, Urbont. Richman, Fox, Kaggen, N. Berman. Third Row: Price, Ulansky, Kuptsow,
Feldman, Slotoroff, Cutler, C. Green, A. Gerber, Segal, Caplan, Krasney, Arons, Morganstein,
Horowitz, Greenwald, Listokin, Brcitman.
Michael Coleman, D.O.
Mitchell Brodkin, Ph.G., D.O.
Abraham Levine, B.A., D.O.
Saul Goldstein, B.A., D.O.
Martin SchnoU, D.O.
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Harry Stein, B.A., D.O.
Simon Green, Ph.G., D.O.
Herman Kohn, D.O.
Jacob Rapp, D.O.
Max Piatt, D.O.
Nathaniel Berman
Harold Brunner
Lester Eisenberg
Morris Fox
Elias Kaggen
Lewis Krebs
Normal La Bove
Joseph Layton
Rudolph Gerber
Marvin Blumberg
Harry Breetwor
Raymond Ruberg
William Richman
CLASS OF 1938
Theodore Livingston
Simon Lubin
Herman Gentile
William Silverman
Jacob Spungin
Alexander Urbont
Aaron Weintraub
Aaron Zeldin
CLASS OF 1939
Israel Siekierka
Sol Feldman
Sidney Weitberg
Meyer Winokur
Harrv Tucker
Henr\' Aarons
Sherwood Berman
Saul Bernstein
Herman Caplan
Philip Cutler
Israel Feldman
Leon Cohn
Sidney Greenspan
Morton Greenwald
Benjamin Ginsberg
Leon Lasser
Louis Lottenberg
Philip Lcssig, B.S., M.A., D.O.
William Tannebaum, D.O.
Jacob Lebow, Ph.G., D.O.
Victor Fisher, D.O.
CLASS OF 1940
Arnold Gerber
Jacob Morganstein
Rubin Kuptsow
Harold Green
George Slotoroff
Harry Krasney
CLASS OF 1941
Charles Poster
Alexander Price
Bernard Plone
Robert Scher
David Silverman
Herbert Steinberg
Glenn Ulanski
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THETA PSr
OFFICERS
Geo. Northup,
President
Boyd Burrow
Vice-President
Mervyn Barrows
Treasurer
Jonathan Moore
Secretary
Front Row, Left to Right: Knoop, Barrows. Northup, Lanese, Button, Moore, Ranelle. Back
Row: Vingiprova, Jaxheimer, Meli., Spence, Maneiri
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Frank E. Gruber, D.O. H. Cory Walling, D.O.
John Lanese
CLASS OF 1938
Charles Norton
George Northup
Bovd Button
CLASS OF 1939
Mervyn Barrows
William Jaxheimer
Jonathan Moore
Hugo Ranelle
Carl Knoop
George Manieri
CLASS OF 1940
William Spence
Joseph Vingiprova
PLEDGES
Anthonv Meli
INACTIVE
Lawrence Beal
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OFFICERS
Eleanor Boal
President
Norma Amy
Vice-Preside III
Harriet Weisgerber
Treasurer
Louise Riddell
Secretary
Ruth Franz
Corresponding Secretary
Junior Women's Osteopathic Association
Front Row, Left to Right: Riddell, M. Norton, Amy, Boal, Isenberg, Packard, Emanuel. Middle
i?oro;Hassett, Neecett, Noar,Franz, Weisgerber, Oshever. Back Row: Sabine, Hoffman, Shields
Moyer.
Norma Amy
Eleanor Beck
Eleanor Boal
Ruth Emanuel
Ruth Franz
Elsye Koch
Carolyn Kramer
Gertrude Noar
Frieda Oshever
CLASS OF 1938
Jane Isenberg
Marion Norton
Beatrice Packard
Mona Williams
CLASS OF 1939
Louise Riddell
Florence Sabino
Martha Shields
Luelle Starkey
Harriet Weisgerber
Margaret Hassett
Betty Hoffman
CLASS OF 1940
Betty Mellott
Doris Moyer
CLASS OF 1941
Clastine Neece
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SYNAPSIS STAFF
Front Roii\ Left to Right: Franz, Ruberg, Snider, Hickman, Schacterlie. Back Rou': Northup,
Smithson, Bryan, Green.
AxAN Snider Editor-in-Chief
Raymond Ruberg Associate Editor
Ruth Franz Assistant Editor
Walter Smithson Literary Editor
Jacob Hickman Business Manager
George Northup Advertising Manager
Ray Bryan ) Photographic Editors
Jack Green)
TO THIS group was assigned the task of editing the Synapsis inkeeping with the excellent achievements of the Glass of Nineteen
Hundred and Thirty-nine. In order that the book be of greater
significance to the entire class, the policy was instituted early to have as
many articles as possible submitted to the editors from those interested.
This compact steft" worked as a unit to mold the many articles and sug-
gestions into the present volume. Each staff member contributed a fund of
experience gained from e.xecutive offices held on former college publications.
With this experience, and with a wholehearted desire to submit a Synapsis
worthy of the college, the staff has worked diligently and with many dis-
cussions to complete the present volume.
The spirit of cooperation existing among the Juniors in relation to this
group, and the willingness to help whenever asked, has made the task a
pleasant one. May the efforts of the Glass of Nineteen Hundred and
Thirty-nine to compile a true photographic representation of our college,
'c^tuf Cf-"^W. faculty and classes be considered adequate to the task.
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CARDIO-VASCULAR SOCIETY
Front Row, Left to Right: Emanuel, De Mattia, F. Arble, LaBove, Boal. Back Row: Avery, Lanese
Frederick Arble President
John De Mattia Vice-President
Eleanor Boal Treasurer
Ruth Emanuel Secretary
THE chief purpose of the Cardio-\'ascular Society is to emphasize
and promote the standards of scholarship. Toward this end, appro-
priate topics are discussed at the meetings, with lectures by mem-
bers of the faculty and specialists in the particular fields.
Membership in the society is determined by the student's general
average and record, as well as by competitive examination; and is, there-
fore, indicative of excellent scholarship and character.
IJ
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UROLOGICAL SOCIETY
r
Front Row, Left to Right: Pencek, Hopkins, LaBove, Sterrett, Smithson, Lubin, Teague. Back
Roiif: Weintraub, H. Scally, Gerber, Arble, McDaniels, Avery, Ruberg, E. Scally, Vergara.
Norman La Bove President
Stephen Hopkins Vice-President
Ronald Pencek Treasurer
Walter Smithson Secretary
THE Urological Society was formed in the spring of 1935; based onthe premise to bolster interest and promote further clinical and
didactic study of Genito-Urinary diseases from an Osteopathic view-
point. With the splendid cooperation of Dr. Sterrett, the group has been
most successful in the realization of its purposes throughout the past year.
Members are chosen each spring from the Sophomore and Junior
classes. Their acceptance is determined by grading of theses presented,
together with a vote by the active members.
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PEDIATRIC SOCIETY
Front Row, Left to Right: Boal, Webster, Long, Hollstein, Emanuel. Back Row: Dorrance, Eisen-
berg. Wolf, Spence, Stiles, Waddel.
Edwin Long, Jr President
Gerald Webster Vice-President
Eleanor Boal Treasurer
DwiGHT Stiles Secretary
THIS society was founded in 1934 to further the interests of Pedi-
atrics in the college as well as in the Osteopathic profession. The
lecturers and demonstrators of this society are drawn from the
Pediatrics staff of the clinic and hospital.
Meetings are held at frequent intervals during the scholastic year, at
which time topics selected by the society are presented and discussed.
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J. Francis Smith Neurological Society
Front Row, Left to Right: Gedney, Isenberg. Arble, Amy, W'addel, Emanuel, Silverman.
Roiv: Williams, Spungin, Boal, Urbont, Norton.
Back
Eleaxor Beck President
Norma Amy Vice-President
Alexander Urboxt Secretary-Treasurer
THIS society was organized for the purpose of studying neurological
and psychiatrical problems. Selection of members is based upon
grades, aptitude for the work, and a competitive thesis. The group
visits various institutions such as the Norristown .State Hospital, Fuller
Sanitorium, and Philadelphia General Hospital. Meetings are held with
visiting lecturers, and symposiums of various nervous and mental subjects
are prepared by the members.
Under the most capable leadership of Dr. Smith, Dr. Dick, and Dr.
Fuller, the group has enjoyed a profitable semester.
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George S. Rothmeyer Gastroenterological Society
Front Row, Left to Right: E. ScalK Zeldin, Brown, Vergara, Kaggen. Back Roii
Spence.
Woolridge,
Harry Kerr Preside?it
Edward Brown Vice-Presidejit
Aaron Zeldin Treasurer
Antonio Vergara Secretary
THE George S. Rothmeyer Gastroenterological Society was foundedbv Cr. Ralph W. Davis in 1932 for the advancement of the study
and practice of Gastroenterology in our college and hospital.
Meetings are held bi-monthly. One meeting is closed, being for members
only. The other rreeting is open so that interested individuals may profit
by the acti\ities cf the society. Many prominent men in the Osteopathic
profession and also in the medical group speak at these meetings.
Each year fifteen m^embers of the Junior class are selected for mem-
bership after showing their interest and efforts in this field.
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BACTERIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Front Row. Left to Right: Cable. Webster, Struse, Bruner. P\-, \'ergara. Berman. Middle Row:
Harkins. Richman. W'eitberg. Bernhard, Fry, Brown. Back Row: Lubin, Blumberg, Clark,
Livingston.
Harold Bruxer President
Gerald Webster Vice-President
Nathaxiel BER^LA.x Treasurer
AxTOXio \'ergara Secretary
THE Bacteriological Society was founded in 1937 by a group of stu-dents who were especially interested in this field of medicine. The
purpose of the societx" is to enable upperclassmen to continue their
study of this subject beyond the comprehensive course offered in the cur-
riculum.
Under the able guidance of Dr. Py and the staff of the Bacteriology
department, the members of the society work upon ^arious research prob-
lems. By this practical experience, they gain considerable knowledge which
will be of great benefit in professional life.
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OBSTETRICS and GYNECOLOGy
r^
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', Z.f// <o Right: Wolf, Dorrance, Hopkins, St. John, Waddel, Stiles, Webster.
Row: Vergara, Laytin, Woolridge, Long, Spence, Behringer, Emanuel.
Back
.+-
Bernard St. John Preside?:'
DwiGHT Stiles Vice-President
Gilbert Dorrance Secretary-Treasurer
IN
ACTIVITY for thirteen years, the Obstetrical and Gynecological
Society is still under the guidance of its original sponsor, Dr. E. G.
Drew. Throughout this period, the society has been very successful
in carrying out its original purpose of stimulating research relative to Ob-
stetrics and Gynecology.
Periodic meetings convene at which various physicians prominent in
this branch of the practice of Osteopathy contribute practical information
gathered from their wide experience. Several open meetings are held
throughout the school year so that the entire student body may benefit
from the activities of this organization.
Junior students are annually elected during the second semester after
passing a competitive examination in the practice of obstetrical medicine.
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DIG-ON SOCIETY
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Front Row. Left to Right: Wolf, Barbangra, Simmons, Snyder. W'addel. McClimans, St. John.
Middle Ron-: Pencek, Davis, Tavener, McDaniels. Gerhart. Fairlie, McCauley, Snider. Back
Rou:- Fry, Harkness, A. Smith, Burnard, Wever, Xorthup, Button.
Miles Snyder Presidefit
Harold Waddel Vice-President
Thomas McClimaxs Secretary Treasurer
THE Dig-On Society, composed of twelve Juniors and twelve Sen-iors, has been functioning for the past five years; not as a social,
political, nor fraternal organization, but as a group interested in
bridging the gap between college and the field of general practice.
It has met weekly for the past year, and has presented lectures by
various men of the staff and field concerning the practical problems of the
general practitioner. Following each lecture a round-table discussion was
held in which questions and personal problems were brought up and
discussed.
This society has proved to be a great aid to the students and an instru-
ment in making a better understanding between the practicing physician
and the potential graduate. The success of this society is entireh" due to
the generosity of the men who ha^"e so graciously given their time.
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NEURONE SOCIETY
Juni Cable Urbont
\\'iLLiAM Cable President
Alexander Urbont Vice-President
R„\YMOND Juni Secretary-Treasurer
THE Neurone Society has the distinction of being the largest organ-ization on the campus, as students automatically become members
at the time of registration. Since its organization on February 24,
1902, it has sponsored both social and scientific programs that have become
an indispensable part of the extra-curricular life of every student.
Throughout the school year, prominent men are presented as lecturers
on various Osteopathic and general topics, and round table discussions are
held to foster educational interests at P. C. O. At appropriate times, in-
formal dances are held in the College auditorium which serve greatly in
the promotion of good fellowship among the students.
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STUDENT COUNCIL
Front RoK', Smith, Koch, Avery, Professor Erb, Christian. Back Rou
Ruberg, H. Green, Bond.
Reynolds, L. Cohen,
Donald Aveby ; . Chairman
Richard Bond Secretary
THE Student Council, formed by presidents and representatives from
each class, acts with chosen faculty members as an intermediate
body between students and faculty. Affairs of class and school are
brought up and thoroughly discussed at the monthly meetings. Here, the
opinions of the more cautious and experienced faculty blends with the newer
and fresher viewpoint of the student, turning out a product well formed
and self insured to meet the average student's wholehearted appro\'al.
Due to the progress and increased recognition of the Osteopathic pro-
fession, this year's Council has had to meet new problems of a broader
scope.
The prime object of the Council is to promote better feeling and satis-
faction among the student bod}"; thus helping in turning out men and
women with not only Osteopathic knowledge, but Osteopathic enthusiasm.
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ATHLETIC SOCIETY
Front Row, Lubin, Flocco, McClimans. Second Row, Dorrance, Ulrich, Kerr, Craig.
RuGERio Flocco President
Simon Lubin Vice-President
Thomas McClimans Treasurer-Secretary
PHYSICAL activities at P. C. O. during the past year assumed a
different aspect from that of previous years. The elimination of var-
sity sports in favor of intramural activities reflects, in a general way,
the nature of the change now in effect. Judging from the support given
by the students to the new program and the widespread interest they have
shown, it is safe to say that it will form an integral part of the general
activity program.
The various tournaments and games that were conducted all proved
to be very popular, and afforded much pleasure and enjoyment for players
and spectators alike. The activities ranged from struggling, hard-fought
touch football and basketball games to the more sedate game of chess.
Each was in its proper place and so regulated that a goodly percentage of
the students were included in the actual participation. Each fraternity and
non-fraternity team took part in a whole-hearted, sportsmanlike manner.
The most gratifying feature of the entire program was the spirit each par-
ticipant showed. There can be no doubt that the remembrance of many of
the contests will linger long in everyone's memory. Yes, much longer than
the aches and bruises incurred while playing.
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NEO-SENIOR HONORARY SOCIETY
Kerr Flocco Long BerhingcT
Edwin Long, Jr President
Harry Kerr Vice-President
William Behringer Treasurer
RuGERio Flocco Secretary
THE Neo-Senior Honorary Society was founded at the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy in 1924. This society is non-scholastic, the
members being chosen on the basis of extracurricular activity and
personal initiative in relation to the social phases of student life at the
college. The purpose of the society is to promote interest in the social and
extracurricular activities of the school.
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NEWMAN CLUB
Front Roiv, Left to Right: Vergara, H. Scally, Arble, Vingiprova, E. Scally,
Ernest, Riddell, Errico, De Mattia, Franz.
Back Row: Hassett
Fred Arble President
Harry Scally Vice President
Joseph Vingiprova Treasurer
Ruth Franz Secretary
UNDER the leadership of President Arble and Father Brown, Chap-
lain, the Newman Club has completed another successful year.
The purpose of this organization is to band the students of the
Catholic faith together in an endeavor to further the ideals of Catholicism;
to encourage scholastic achievement in the student body; to bring about
good fellowship and understanding between the students of the Catholic
faith and those of other beliefs; and to provide, in a measure, a means of
social activity for the members.
During the year, monthly meetings were held, and lectures were given
by prominent men in the therapeutic field. The two most outstanding
events of the year were the Middle Atlantic Province Convention held at
the Benjamin Franklin, and the annual Osteopathic Newman Club dinner
held at the Ritz-Carlton. The members of the club extend their sincere
thanks to the Alumni for their wholehearted support.
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INTERNES, '37, '38
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Front Row, Left lo Right: Chapin, Warden, Frey, Wilcox, Haines. Back Ro'iv: Jameson, Young,
Furey, Churchill, Lebengood.
Chief-Reside?2t
Dr. Carl Frey
Assistant Chief-Residents
Dr. Robert Warden Dr. Roy Wilcox
First- Year Internes, 1937-38
Dr. David Young Dr. Spence Lebengood Dr. \\'illiam Furey
Dr. Richard Jamison Dr. Herbert Haines Dr. \Mliiam Soden
Dr. Alfred Churchill Dr. Ross Chapin Dr. Reed Speer
INTERNES
First-Year Internes, 1938-39
William H. Behringer, Jr. Donald Avery
Roy G. Dorrance, Jr.
Russell E. Fry
Horatio M. Snvder
Richard S. Koch
Dwight A. Stiles
Alternates
Charles Reeder
Chief-Resident, 1938-39
Dr. Roy Wilox
A ssista nt Chief-Residents
Edward S. Brown
Robert C. Erwin
Raymond B. Juni
John Lanese
Dr. Da\id Young, Dr. \\'illl\m Soden
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STUDENT NURSES
Third Row, Left to Right: Alicia Autonides, Ethel Laws, Louise Cohalen, Clara Brown,
Mary Etter, Margaret Stubbs. Seco?id Row: Constance Cyphers, Elizabeth Furey, Pauline
Larzelere, Louise Griepenkerl, Lois Crandall, Elsie von Bosse. First Row: Betty van
Vleck, Gertrude Kletzel, Helen Sterrett, IVIargaret Peeler, Director of Nursing, Linda
Bingham, Bertha Paulson.
Margaret C. Peeler, R.N.. . .Directress of Nurses
THE School of Nursing of the Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphiahas been an integral part of the institution since 1919. It is an
officially recognized training school in the State of Pennsylvania,
and upon graduation nurses are eligible for State Board examination for
the degree of Registered Nurse. The educational program is one of the
finest in Pennsylvania as the instructors are all members of the College
Faculty who are skilled in imparting the benefit of their years of study and
experience. In addition to service in the Osteopathic Hospital, the student
nurse spends six months of her third year at the Philadelphia General Hos-
pital to gain experience in handling types of cases not often seen in smaller,
private hospitals. Here she also completes her training in Materia Medica
and Pediatrics.
To be a nurse, a girl must have a love for the calling, a love that is
deep and sincere; a willingness to serve humanity, often at the expense of
her personal happiness and comfort; a sound, healthy body to enable her
to carry on when she wants to quit; and an unquenchable personality that
allows her to smile when she wants to cry.
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JUNIOR PROM COMMITTEE
Front Ro'd\ Riddell, S. IMoore, Ulrich, McCliiUock. Second Row, Smithcon, Bryan, Weitberg.
Chairman
Donald Ulrich
Ray Bryan
George Moore
Walter Smithson
Members
Louise Riddell
Sidney Weitberg;
George Essay ian
Clifford McClintock
THE Junior Prom, presented annually by the third year class, is the
outstanding social event of P. C. O.'s spring season. This year's
gala e\ent is to be held ^Apri! 29th in the beautiful ballroom of the
Hotel Philadelphian. The couples will dance to the melodious strains of
Jim Pettis and his orchestra. As an added feature of the evening the Neo-
Senior Honorary Society, as in the past, will ha\e their tapping ceremonies
for new men from the Junior Class.
The proceeds of this year's prom will go toward the purchase of a class
gift to be presented to the institution upon our graduation.
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SIGMA ALPHA OMICRON
SIGMA ALPHA OMICRON is an honorary scholastic society estab-
lished at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy in June, 1924. To
be eligible for membership a senior student must have maintained
a general average of 90 during each of the three and one-half years of his
professional study, attended 90 per cent of classes and clinics, displayed
intellectual and cultural qualities, and showed promise of creative ability.
Membership in this society represents the highest scholastic honor which
the student can obtain.
Gold keys and certificates are awarded to those meeting the require-
ments. The following seniors were selected from the Class of 1937.
David Young, II
Guy S. Deming
Harry I. Stein
Ruth A. Cook
Ross E. Chapin
Albert P. Ulbrich
Honorable Mention
Harry L. Davenport, Jr.
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THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY
THE Women's Auxiliary of the Osteopathic Hospital was "born"
in February, 1919, in the Adelphia Hotel. The reason for its incep-
tion was to raise funds to enable the hospital to secure a separate
Nurses' Home. \\^ithin six months, this newly organized group of one
hundred lay women had not only bought a property and made extensive
alterations in it to meet the needs of the nurses, but also had it furnished
and equipped ready for occupancy by August 1st.
Having accomplished its primary purpose, it then confined its efforts
to the complete supplying of linens to the hospital and its nurses' home.
Throughout the years, this organization has continued its interest in
the nurses and still supplies them with furniture and other comforts which
they would not otherwise have. In place of one nurses' home, there are
now four, and new equipment is constantly being needed.
The Women's Auxiliary now has a membership of over two hundred.
The members of its Sewing Committee meet each Monday throughout
the year on the fourth floor of the hospital, and there make up all the linen
supplies used throughout the hospital. The cost of these linens averages
between $2,500 and $3,000 annually.
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SENIOR CLASS DIREC
Norma Lee Amy William H. Cable, Jr.
Washington, D. C. 4 Spring Street
Frederick Arble
Danbury, Conn.
Carrolltown, Pa. Donald Christian
S. Donald Avery
6220 Gardenia Street
269 Rutledge Avenue
East Orange, N. J.
Philadelphia, Pa. Joseph P. Curran
Anthony Barbanera
673 E. 221st Street
54 8th Avenue
Carbondale, Pa.
New York City, N. Y. John E. DeMattia
Lawrence G. Beal
Stapleton, N. Y.
20 Maple Street Richard G. Diamond
Sodus, N. Y. 4901 Longshore Street
Eleanor C. Beck
Philadelphia, Pa.
37 Aberdeen Place R. Gilbert Dorrance
Woodbury, N. J. 1930 Wightman Street
Pittsburgh, Pa.
!
William H. Behringer, Jr.
32 N. 8th Street
Allentown, Pa.
R. Dwight Doyle
5046 Erringcr Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Nathaniel N. Berman
5719 Woodcrest Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
Lester Eisenberg
5810 Carpenter Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
George P. Betts
241 S. Melville Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Ruth V. Emmanuel
314 Sea Breeze Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Eleanor E. Boal
518 E. Durham Road
Philadelphia, Pa.
Lewis E. English, Jr.
425 E. State Street
Media, Pa.
Edward D. Brown Thaddeus Ernest
5734 Spruce Street 4554 43rd Street
Philadelphia, Pa. Long Island City, N. Y.
Harold Bruner Robert C. Erwin
i 4020 E. Roosevelt Boulevard 316 Johnston Street
Philadelphia, Pa. Allentown, Pa.
Harold Burnard Rugerio S. Flocco
1
47 Whitney Avenue 5019 Pentridge Street
Long Island, N. Y. Philadelphia, Pa.
W. Duane Burnard Morris D. Fox
129 Salem Avenue 629 Arctic Avenue
Carbondale, Pa.
1
Atlantic City, N. J.
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Russell E. Fry
546 S. 19th Street
Reading, Pa.
Dewaine L. Gedney
158 Fay Road
Syracuse, N. Y.
Herman Gentile
15 Richter Street
Providence, R. I.
Stuart F. Harkness
4532 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
William D. HoUstein
216 Pitney Avenue
Spring Lake, N. J.
Stephen N. Hopkins
13 Elmwood Avenue
Sodus, N. Y.
D. Jane Isenberg
5012 Chancellor Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Raymond B. Juni
4104 Taylor Avenue
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Eli Kaggen
642 3rd Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Harry N. Kerr
4642 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Richard S. Koch
8215 Manor Road
Elkins Park, Pa.
Louis H. Krebs
1912 Muliner Avenue
New York City, N. Y.
Norman LaBove
421 Haddon Avenue
Haddonfield, N.J.
John S. Lanese
5107 94th Street
Elmhurst, N. Y.
rIII
n
Joseph Laytin
1010 S. 52nd Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Theodore Livingston
4730 N. 8th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
C. Edwin Long, Jr.
4 Shaw Street
Utica, N. Y.
Simon M. Lubin
4618 C Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Roderick MacDonald
70 Cumberland Street
Cumberland Mills, Me.
Thomas A. McClimans
950 Corporation Street
Beaver, Pa.
William D. Meminger
601 6th Avenue
Juniata, Pa.
Charles R. Norton
812 W. 181st Street
New York City, N. Y.
Marion J. Norton
1 Summit Street
Whitinsville, Mass.
Beatrice Packard
8 Phillips Avenue
Swampscott, Mass.
J. Howard Pulker
110 Margaretta Street
Staten Island, N. Y.
Charles E. Reeder
Troy, Kansas
Arthur E. Rodgers
208 S. Whitney Street
Hartford, Conn.
Anthony T. Rosa
1936 66th Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Earl Scally
2120 W.Tioga Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Harr\- Scally
2120 W. Tioga Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Orniond DeF. Seibert
51 St. Paul's Place
Brooklyn, N. Y.
William L. Silverman
4802 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Horace D. Simmons
515 Superior Street
Grove City, Pa.
Louis M. Simon
327 N. 9th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philip Smith
R. D. No. 7
York, Pa.
H. Miles Snyder
Aspenhurst
Greensboro, Vt.
Jacob Spungin
4 Plane Street
Worcester, Massachusetts
Lewis B. Spence
250 Martine Avenue
White Plains, N. Y.
Dwight A. Stiles
808 Five Oaks Avenue
Davton, Ohio
Bernard J. X. St. John
26 Winthrop Street
Northampton, Mass.
Brewster E. Topping
1156 Broad .Street
Newark, N. J.
Alexander R. Urbont
756 Kelh- Street
New York Cit>-, N. Y.
Antonio A. Yergara
1113 Vcrgara Street
Manila, P. L
Emanuel M. Viscusi
7918 Jamaica Avenue
Long Island, N. Y.
Harold C. Waddel
812 E. 22nd Street
Paterson, N. J.
F. Gerald Webster
740 N. Jay Street
Rome, N. Y.
Allen W, Weeks
Province, N. H.
Aaron Weintraub
309 6th Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Mona Williams
2821 W. 32nd Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
George C. Wolf
29 Charlotte Street
Lancaster, Pa.
Paul F. Woolridge
1010 Boulevard
Juniata, Altoona, Pa.
Aaron Zeldin
250 S. 52nd Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
JUNIOR CLASS
Robert Arble
Carrolltown, Pa.
Mervyn E. Barrows
30 Oak Avenue
Carbondale, Pa.
Alfred Bernhard
2616 Northumberland Street
Richmond, Va.
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Marvin Blumberg
4927 Pine Street
Pliiladelphia, Pa.
Harold Breetwor
4924 Maplewood Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif.
Larry Brown
Troy, Pa.
Ray H. Bryan
735 4th Avenue
New Kensington, Pa.
Irving Butler
120 Quinapoxet Lane
Worcester, Mass.
Boyd Button
13 E. Laurel Street
Georgetown, Del.
Raymond Chaitin
1S06 Elm Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Orlo R. Clark, Jr.
65 Clinton Street
White Plains, N. Y.
William Davis
1213 Watson Street
Scranton, Pa.
Mark Delia
503 Lowell Street
Vandergrift, Pa.
Brant Ditmore
5025 Hazel Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
John Drew
6024 Wayne Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
George Esayian
2014 N. 17th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Joseph F. Fairlie
3 Locust Drive
Asbury Park, N. J.
Sol Feldman
1922 SOth Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ruth Franz
6926 Meade Street
E. South Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fred Gedney
158 Fay Road
Syracuse, N. Y.
Bernard Geller
Wyncote, Pa.
Rudolph Gerber
2277 83rd Street
New York City, N. Y.
Paul Gerhart
239 Ridge Street
Emaus, Pa.
John Green
3787 E. Street, N. S.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Daniel Harkins
1108 Coolidgc Road
Elizabeth, N. J.
Jacob Hickman
4529 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
William Jaxheimer
102-16 Ascan Avenue
Forest Hills, N. Y.
Seargent Jealous
Toraaston, Maine
Nelson H. Jones
Paoli, Pa.
Elsie Koch
4715 Windsor Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
Caroline Kramer
609 N. 2nd Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Richard Lentz
236 S. 5Sth Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles Lichtenwalner, Jr.
23 Green Street
Lansdale, Pa.
John M. Martin
Marietta, Pa.
Carl Marsh
1 Ball Street
Worcester, Mass.
M. Ernest McCauley
843 Wellmeir Ave.
Dayton, Ohio
Clifford W. McClintock
405 W. Durham Road
Philadelphia, Pa.
Steven McDaniel
40 E. Emerson Street
Melrose, Mass.
Nathan Mitnick
353 Daly Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
George Moore
Lynn, Mass.
Jay Moore
21 Columbus Avenue
Bridgeton, N. J.
Gertrude Noar
5808 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
George Northup
5 Franklin Place
Morristown, N. J.
Frieda Oshever
221 Barrett Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ronald Pencek
200 Greenbush St.
Scranton, Pa.
Randall Raeuchle
914 N. 18th Street
Harrisburg, Pa.
William Richman
2845 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
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T. Louise Riddell
609 Pcnn Street
Williamsport, Pa.
Raymond Ruberg
4617 Newhall Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Florence E. Sabino
New York City, N. Y.
Lewis B. Schneider
4415 Locust Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Martha Shields
R. D. No. 3
Harrisburg, Pa.
Israel Siekierka
5810 N. 16th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
A. Robert Smith
690 Church Street
Orabell, N. J.
J. Kenneth Smith
265 Mather Road
Jenkintown, Pa.
Walter Smithson
337 Brookline Boulevard
L'pper Darby, Pa.
Alan Snider
409 Prince Arthur Road
Fort William. Ont., Canada
Niels Sorcnson
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Luelle Starkey
124 N. Scott Avenue
Glenolden, Pa.
Warren Ta\"ener
31 Washington Street
East Orange, N. J.
Ralph Tomei
629 ;Main Street
Stroudsburg, Pa.
Bruce Tompkins
718 West Avenue
Norwalk, Conn.
Harry Tucker
2400 N. 29th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Donald L'lrich
627 Park Avenue
Kent, Ohio
Harriet Weisgerber
1111 Larchmont Avenue
Pen field, Pa.
Sidney Weitberg
241 Roxborough Avenue
Roxborough, Pa.
Roger S. Wells
17th and Montgomery Ave.
Bay Shore, N. Y.
Robert \^'ever
Sparta, N. J.
Meyer Winokur
2004 Haines Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
SOPHOMORE CLASS
Robert Abbott
7025 Cottage Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Henry Arons
4027 E. Roosevelt Boulevard
Philadelphia, Pa.
Sherwood Berman
256 E. Roosevelt Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
Saul Bernstein
378 High Street
Orange, N. J.
Herman Blumenthal
4700 N. 5th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Samuel Blumstein
2422 S. .\rkney Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Richard Bond
709 Ormond Avenue
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Laurence Bower
3426 36th Street
Mt. Rainier, Md.
Charles Chalmers
21 Beacon Avenue
Auburn, Me.
Herman Caplan
5627 Diamond Street
Philadelphia. Pa.
Paul Croushore
837 Beverly Street
Bethlehem, Pa.
Philip Cutler
6532 N. 12th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Harry Davis
246 Farragut Terrace
Philadelphia, Pa.
Frederick Dubin
5814 Addison Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Lero\" Dunkleberger
131 N. Hanover Street
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Paul S. Enck
704 N. 16th St.
Harrisburg, Pa.
Wilbert R. Erickson
104 N. Munn Street
East Orange, N. J.
Israel Feldman
5619 Woodcrest .\venuc
Philadelphia, Pa.
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John Flack
3414 Baring Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Arnold Gerber
4629 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Maurice Goldstein
6523 Woodland Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
Harold Green
161 Elnora Avenue
Elizabeth, N. J.
Charles Green
238 State Street
Perth Amboy, N. J.
Wallace Gregorj-
436 Depot Street
Latrobe, Pa.
Margaret Hassett
6639 N. Gratz Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Leon Hedson
3859 N. 18th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
David Hodgson
38 Potter Place
Fairport, N. Y.
Betty Hoffman
Bernardsville, N. J.
Morris Horowitz
6916 Grand Avenue
Maspeth, L. I., N. Y.
Kenneth King
19 W. Grenada Avenue
Hershey, Pa.
Lester Kent
Lincoln Avenue
Magnolia, N. J.
Harry Krasney
3861 N. 10th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Reuben Kuptsow
3000 S. S>denham Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Carl Knoop
86 Holden Street
Providence, R. L
John Leech
102 Dudley Avenue
Narberth, Pa.
Kermit Lyman
1420 N. Edgewood Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Freeman Long
Route No. 1
Knox, Pa.
Alex L\ons
Saltsburg, Pa.
Elizabeth Mellott
7100 Old York Road
Gtn., Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles McGuire
Devon, Pa.
Charles Ming
208 N. 9th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Jack Morganstein
659 N. 48th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
William G. Morris
536 S. 57th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Doris Mo\er
34 Potter Street
Haddonfield, N. J.
John Olson
369 Brighton Avenue
Rochester, Pa.
Henry Perry
1299 Dickinson Road
E. Englewood, N. J.
Harry Petri
170 Glencoe Road
LIpper Darby, Pa.
William PoUara
137 Marion Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Harold Ramsey
509 S. 36th Street
Billings, Mont.
Hugo Ranelle
1623 E. 84th Street
New York City, N. Y.
William Rieber
8230 Marion Road
Elkins Park, Pa.
Robert Roscoe
2572 Lee Road
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
W. Wesley Rowe
R. F. D. No. 4
Norristown, Pa.
Dan Rudy
MiUbrook, N. C.
James Russo
Toms River, N. J.
Albert Sarafin
1701 N. Redfield Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Robert E. Shaw
144 South Avenue
Bradford, Pa.
John Sheetz
54 Haines Street
Germantown, Pa.
Howard Schultz
1139 St. Augustine Place
Atlanta, Ga.
Walter Shultz
203 Broadway
Hanover, Pa.
Jules Siegel
199 Main Street
Keansburg, N. J.
George Slotoroff
1000 Arctic Avenue
Atlantic City, N. J.
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W. C. Spcncc, Jr.
Box 433
Goldsboro, N. C.
Kenneard Sticglcman
810 \Va\ne Avenue
York, Pa.
Albert Styles
10 Rupert Street
Worcester, Mass.
Walter Thorp
Windburne, Pa.
Edward Tibbetts
28 Quaboag Street
Warren, Mass.
Harold Weiner
20 Momni Court
Ironigton, N. J.
Edward White
1317 Harding Place
Charlotte, \. C.
Loren Woodley
Beach Lake, Pa.
Joseph \'ingiprova
1642 Research Ave.
Bronx, N. Y.
FRESHMAN CLASS
ill
III
6
(I.'
Frederick Anne, Jr.
5035 Schu\ler Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Harry Breitman
1136 W. Columbia Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles H. Brimfield
425 Central Avenue
Hammonton, N.J.
Robert R. Brown
70 Division Avenue
Belleville, N. J.
Thomas B. Byrne
2650 Almond Street
Philadelphia Pa.
Harry G. Calder
775 S. Third Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Anton H. Claus
5124 N. 15th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Leon Cohen
1204 W. State Street
Trenton, N. J.
Louis J. Cohen
R. D. No. 1, Floral Street
Chatham, N. J.
John D. Cornelius
423 High Street
Bethlehem, Pa.
Charles R. Costa
35 Arsdale Place
Newark, N. J.
David W. Cragg
4341 Paul Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Emil L. Errico
1814 N. Camac Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Benjamin Ginsberg
178 Third Street
Chelsea, Mass.
Sidney W. Greenspan
6208 Washington Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
Morton Greenwald
5832 Windsor Place
Philadelphia, Pa.
Raymond B. King
145 Summit Avenue
Summit, N. J.
Harry Kochman
' 204 E. Allegheny Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa.
George H. Kolander
2554 S. FairhiU Street
Philadelphia. Pa.
Leon Lasser
23 Park Avenue
Caldwell, N. J.
Norman Lazin
225 Cumberland Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Nathaniel Leibowitz
1915 Berkshire Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Edward Listokin
3832 W. Girard Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
Louis Lottenberg
1757 Fulton Street
Brooklyn. N. Y.
George Manieri
2316 S. Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Albert Mathews
105 E. Iroquois Road
Pontiac, Mich.
Anthon\- T. Meli
60 Prescott Street
Jersey City, N. J.
Howard T. Meminger
601 Sixth Avenue
Altoona, Pa.
Clastine Neece
2340 Fitzwater Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Louis Pessin
3237 W. Berks Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Bernard J. Plone
224 Highland Avenue
Barrington, N. J.
Charles I. Poster
4814 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Alexander Price
S44 Kaighn Avenue
Camden, N. J.
Robert E. Purvis
64 Yale Road
Brookline, Pa.
Don E. Ranney
2600 Bailey Road
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio-
William A. Reynolds
4643 Locust Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Lloyd J. Robinson
127 N. Grandview Avenue
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Robert G. Scher
2347 E. 23rd Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gustave L. Schultz
Church Street
Blackwood, N. J.
Jay Schwartz
29 Crestmont Terrace
Collingswood, N. J.
Kenneth P. Seacord
415 Ninth Avenue
Hendersonville, N. C.
Daniel D. Silk
1913 N. Patton Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
David Silverman
2848 W. 23rd Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Herbert Steinberg
6612 N. 18th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Warren H. Swenson
4719 Horrocks Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philip B. Terry, Jr.
Stockbridge Road
Scituate, Mass.
Glenn F. Ulanski
69 E. Logan Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Hubert A. Wagner
1227 W. 65th Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
i
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THE FACULTY
O. J. Snyder, D.O., D.Sc.
Professor Emeritus of Osteopathic
Technique
Arthur M. Flack, D.O., M.Sc. in Ed.
Professor Emeritus of Neurology and
Psychiatry
C. D. B. Balbirnie, Ph.G.. D.O., M.Sc,
Professor Emeritus of Therapeutics
Insert Officers of Administration
—
PROFESSORS
Edgar O. Holden. A.B., D.O.
Dean, Phila. College of Osteopathy .
D. S. B. Pennock, M.D., D.O., D.Sc.
Professor of Surgery
William S. Nicholl, D.O., D.Sc.
Professor of Art of Practice
Edward G. Drew, D.O., D.Sc, F.A.
C. O. S.
Professor of Gynecology and Professor
of Cli7iical Surgery
Peter H. Brearley, D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Osteopathic Technique
H. Willard Sterrett, D.O.. M.Sc.
Professor of Urology
\Am. Otis Galbreath, D.O., D.Sc.
Professor of Ophthalmology and Oto-
laryngology
H. Walter Evans, D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Obstetrics
Sarah W. Rupp, D.O.
Professor of Neuro-Anatomy
Ralph L. Fischer, D.O.. M.Sc.
Professor of Practice of Osteopathy and
Clinical Osteopathy
Edward A. Green, A.B., D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Physiology
Russell C. Erb, B.S., :M.S. in Chem.,
F. A. I. C.
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology
Eugene M. Coffee, D.O.
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence
Herbert V. Durkee, D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Histology
Frederick A. Long, D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Principles of Osteopathy
and Research
C. Haddon Soden, D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Osteopathic Therapeutics
George S. Rothmeyer, D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Anatomy
J. Francis Smith, D.O.
Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry
Francis J. Smith, D.O.
Professor of Anesthesiology
Paul T. Lloyd, D.O., ^LSc.
Professor of Radiology
Joseph F. Py, D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene
J. Ernest Leuzinger, D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Bronchoscopy and Asso-
ciate Professor of Otolaryngology
Otterbein Dressier, D.O., ^^Sc.
Professor of Pathology
Ruth E. Tinley, D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Pediatrics
Edwin H. Cressman, D.O.
Professor of Dermatology and Syphit-
ology
ASSocL\TE profe:ssors
Wilbur P. Lutz, D.O.
Associate Professor of Practice of Os-
teopathy and Clinical Osteopathy
Earl H. Gedney, D.O.
Associate Professor of Osteopathic
Therapeutics and Associate in Gas-
troenterology
\Am. C. Weisbecker, D.O.
Associate Professor of Physiology
Francis E. Gruber, D.O.
Associate Professor of Obstetrics
Guy W. Merryman, B.S., D.O.
Associate Professor of Chemistry
Richard C. Ammerman, D.O.
Associate Professor of Gastroenterology
John H. Eimerbrink, D.O.
Associate Professor of Osteopathic
Therapeuiers
William Baldwin, Jr., M.A.
Associate Professor of Physiology
assistant PROFESSORS
Carlton Street, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Gynecology and
Associate in Regional Surgery
Marion A. Dick, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Therapeutics
D. E. Stombaugh, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Osteopathic
Technique
Harnian V. Kiser, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Surgery
Theodore W. Stiegler, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Practice of
Osteopathy
Herman G. Hartman, B.S., D.O.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Ronald E. Ambler, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Embryology
Harry C. Hessdorfer, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Clinical Osteo-
pathy
ASSOCL-\TES
James M. Eaton. D.O.
Associate in Surgery
Earl F. Riceman, D.O.
Associate in Practice of Osteopathy
Lester R. Mellott, D.O.
Associate in Practice of Osteopathy
Robert R. Moody, B.S.
Associate in Embryology
Angus G. Cathie, D.O.
Associate in Anatomy
Kenneth L. Senior, B.S.
Associate in Chemistry
Paula M. Elias, D.O.
Associate in Anatomy
William F. Daiber, D.O.
Associate in Practice of Osteopathy
William S. Spaeth, D.O.
Associate in Pediatrics
Leo C. Wagner, D.O.
Associate in Practice
Michael Coleman, D.O.
Associate in Proctology
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ILECTURERS
Francis Irwin, Ph.D.
Lecturer in Psychology
Jonatlian K. Miller, D.D.S.
Lecturer in Oral Hygiene
V. Everett Kinsey, Ph.D.
Lecturer in Medical Terminology
DEMONSTRATORS
Antonio Abeyta, B.S., D.O.
Demonstrator of Ophthalmology and
Otolaryngology
Jean L. Sheperla, D.O.
Demonstrator of Otolaryngology
Robert C. McDaniel, D.O.
Demonstrator of Clinical Osteopathy
Morton Seidenfeld, B.S. in Pharm.,
M.A.
Demonstrator of Physiology
Ph>llis W. Holden, D.O.
Demonstrator of Ophthalmology
Enrique Vergara, D.O.
Demonstrator of Proctology
INSTRUCTORS
Joseph L. Hayes, D.O.
Instructor in Clinical Osteopathy
John J. McHenry, D.O.
Instructor in Practice of Osteopathy
Herman Kohn, D.O.
Instructor in Obstetrics
H. Mahlon Gehman, D.O.
Instructor in Bronchoscopy
Joseph L. Sikorski, D.O.
histructor in Gynecology
James A. Frazer, D.O.
Instructor iti Osteopathic Technique
William F. McDougall, B.S., D.O.
Instructor in Clinical Osteopathy
Arthur M. Flack, Jr., A.B., D.O.
Instructor in Gynecology
Clarence Baldwin, D.O.
Instructor in Pathology
George D. Noeling, Jr., D.O.
Instructor in Anatomy
B. T. Bailey Flack, D.O.
Instructor in Clitiical Osteopathy
William Barnhurst, D.O.
Instructor in Clinical Osteopathy
Joseph L. Root, HI, D.O.
Instructor in Clinical Osteopathy
Charles W. Snyder, Jr., D.O.
histructor in Clinical Osteopathy
M. Carl Frey, D.O.
Instructor in Anesthesiology
Samuel Levin, Ph.G., D.O.
Instructor in Experimental Physiology
Ralph W. Davis, D.O.
Instructor in Gastroenterology
ASSISTANTS AND CLINICAL
ASSISTANTS
Ruth Brandt, D.O.
Assistant in Otolaryngology
Mary I. Hough, D.O.
Assistant in Pediatrics
Harold Galbraith, D.O.
Assistant in Proctology
Marion Norton, B.S.
Assistant in Chemistry
Lois A. Schantz, D.O.
Assistant in Pathology
William C. Wright, D.O.
Assistant in Ophthalmology
Mitchell Brodkin, Ph.G., D.O.
Assistant in Pathology
Galen F. Young, D.O.
Assistant in Surgery
Ernest L. Ruzicka, D.O.
Assistant in Anatomy
Horace Simmons, B.S.
Assistant in Chemistry
Jacob Rapp, D.O.
Assistant in Bacteriology
Ignatius McCormick, D.O.
Assistant in Osteopathic Technique
Joseph Snyder, D.O.
Assistant in Anatomy
John Drew, B.S.
Assistant in Chemistry
Henry George, III, D.O.
Assistant in Chemical Research
Harry Binder, D.O.
Assistant in Bacteriology
Charlesanna B. Coles, M.A., D.O
Assistant in Psychology
Beryl Arbuckle, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Pediatrics
John L. Fuller, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Neurology
Karleen Nash, D.O.
Cli?iical Assistant in Pediatrics
Marion Ortlieb, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Osteopathic Ther-
apeutics
Warren E. Baldwin, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Osteopathic
Therapeutics
Francis R. O'Brien, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Proctology
William A. Pohlig, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Gastroenterology
Munro Purse, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Pediatrics
David Shuman, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Osteopathic
Therapeutics
Richard Leedy, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Osteopathic
Therapeutics
Julian Mines, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Obstetrics
Beatrice Kratz, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Pediatrics
John McCorkle, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Pediatrics
William Stauffer, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Gynecology
Francis Rossell, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Urology
Martin SchnoU, D.O.
Clinical Assistant in Obstetrics
Thomas N. Haviland, A.B.
Curator of the Museum
Max Piatt, D.O.
Fellow in Practice of Osteopathy
Cory Walling, D.O.
Fellow in Anatomy
Joseph Mianecki, D.O.
Fellow ifi Practice
Samuel Scott, D.O.
Fellow in Radiology
Philip Lessig, M.A., D.O.
Fellow in Research
E. Johnson, D.O.
Fellow in Obstetrics
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SPECIAL LECTURERS
As a part of the regular curriculum
the following men, distinguished in
their respective fields, were invited
to lecture and demonstrate to the
fourth-year class during the past col-
lege year. The instruction in great
part was practical, thereby insuring
benefit to the student of experiences
gained through many years of practice.
Ralph P. Baker, D.O.
Arl of Practice
Orrin O. Bashline, D.O.
Art of Practice
Ray F. English, D.O.
Diagnosis
F. A. Finnerty, D.O.
Roenlgenohgy
C. J. Karibo, D.O.
Roentgenology
F!o\d L. Keflford, A.B.
Education
Donald Koster, B.S.
Public Speaking
Malcolm G. Preston. Ph.D.
Psychology
John E. Rogers, D.O.
Organized Osteopathy
J. P. Shalloo, Ph.D.
Social Medicine
C. Paul Snyder, D.O.
Otology
Chester D. Swope, D.O.. LL.D.
Public Relations
Donald B. Thorburn, D.O.
Arl of Practice
Jerome M. Walters, D.O.
Otology
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Edgar 0. Holden Dean
Russell C. Erb Assistant Dean
Flo\-d L. Ivefford Registrar
Kenneth L. Senior Secretary of the Faculty
L. G. Sch.\cterle Field Secretary
Stuart K. CALD^^ELL Bursar
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Patrons and Patronesses
1
Antonio Abeyta, B.S., D.O.
4615 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Baldwin, Jr., B.A., M.A.
7811 Argus Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
Edwin H. Cressman, D.O.
1526 North 16th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dr. & Mrs. William F. Daiber
5000 Penn St., Philadelphia, Pa.
E. G. Drew, D.O., D.Sc.
F.A.C.O.S.
135 North 17th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
J. M. Eaton, D.O.
36 Copley Rd., Upper Darby, Pa.
Russell C. Erb, B.S., M.S. in
Chemistry, F.A.I. C.
48th & Spruce Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
H. Walter Evans, D.O., M.Sc.
i^. _ 1526 North 16th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ralph L. Fischer, D.O., M.Sc.
6112 Germantown Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Francis E. Gruber, D.O.
4820 Greene St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Harmon Y. Kiser, D.O.
5001 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
(f%g)
* J. Ernest Leuzinger, D.O., M.Sc.
4937 Mervine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul T. Lloyd, D.O., M.Sc.
48th & Spruce Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
D. S. B. Pennock, M.D., D.O., M.Sc.
1813 Pine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Joseph F. Py, D.O.
569 E. Roxbcrough Ave., Roxboro, Pa.
Dr. & Mrs. Earl F. Riceman
259 W. Rittenhcuse St., Germantown, Pa.
Joseph L. Root, 3rd, D.O.
6112 Germantown Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
George S. Rothmeyer, D.O., M.Sc.
Penna. R. R. Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Louis G. Schacterle
Philadelphia Ccllege of Osteopathy
48th & Spruce Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Francis J. Smith, D.O.
22 North Easton Rd., Glenside, Pa.
Wm. S. Spaeth, D.O.
Drexel Hill, Pa.
H. Willard Sterrett, D.O., M.Sc.
1526 North 16th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ruth Elizabeth Tinley, D.O.
1318 Wakeling St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Herman Kohn, D.O.
Philadelphia, Pa.
L
Leo C. Wagner, D.O.
23 E. La Crosse Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.
J
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DEDICATION
To tlie emerging doctor we dedicate our two sDEUED" and tores. A source of "SERVICE IXEIXITELY IlEN-an unswerving policy of rendering YOl' extra N'ALUE for every dollar you spend
on BEEBER Higher Quality equipment.
TO you, the physician, weotterthepleasantparadov of CHARACTER and QUALITY EQl'IPMEXT
at" LOWEST costs. The phenomenal J. BEEBER CCJMl'AXY growth is the result of knowing
how to serve the physician better, giving him EXTRA-\'ALL'E and representing only products whose
makers have earned the respect and faith of the physician.
One of Pliilatlelpliia's Finest Stores
i^erving the Pliilaclelpliia Physician
The physician visiting the Philadelphia branch
store of the J. Beeber Company will be richly
rewarded by viewing one of Philadelphia's
most extensive exhibitions of X-ray ajjparatus
and Electro Physical Therapy equipment.
Their new store recently opened occupies a
beautifully appointed main floor and mez-
zanine located at 110!) Walnut Street. Here
you will have your first opportunity of seeing
in Philadelphia the following equipment
represented directlv for the manufactm-ers:
MATTERN X-R.\Y' and Fluoroscopic ap-
paratus, Fischertherm Short Wave Machines,
Fischerquartz Cold Quartz Mercury Lamps for
general and Orificial treatments, Benedict
Roth Basal Metabolors, beautifully laid out
displays of physician's furnitui'e for consulta-
tion and treatment rooms manufactured by
"Brooklyn" and an infinite array of smaller
instruments. Here under one roof the physician
will find his entire armamentarium in the
20th century manner.
The Philadelphia physician will indeed be
gi'atified by his visit to Philadelphia's newest
store dedicated to specifically serving him.
178 SECOND AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY J. BEEBER CO. 1109 WALNUT STREETPHILADELPHIA, PA.
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COMPLIMENTS
OF
PHI SIGMA GAMMA
COMPLIMENTS
OF
LAMBDA OMICRON
GAMMA
COMPLIMENTS
OF
JUNIOR WOMEN'S
OSTEOPATHIC SOCIETY
COMPLIMENTS
OF
GAMMA CHAPTER OF
THETA PSI
COMPLIMENTS
OF
ATLAS CLUB
COMPLIMENTS
OF
IOTA TAU SIGMA
COMPLIMENTS OF
Robt. G. Crandall, D.O.
Minter Brothers Candies
Paul's Delicatessen
Garden Court Plaza Barber
Shop
Clair Pruett Studios
FOR
HIGH CLASS
PRINTING
CALL
LYON & ARMOUR, Inc.
147 N. 10th STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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uBook and Maga2,ine Printers
A Pleasant ^lace to ^o
business
WESTBROOK
PUBLISHING COMPANY
5800 North Mervine St. Philadelphia, Penna.
THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED HERE
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EiLIGIBILITY for admission to the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy is determined by previous collegiate work. Two
years of college credit obtained from a reputable college or university is
the minimum entrance requirement. The two years must include:
English, six semester hours
Biology, six semester hours
Physics, six semester hours
Chemistry—twelve semester
hours, including an approved
course in Organic Chemistry.
Additional details upon request—Address : THE REGISTRAR
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHY
48th and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
Registered by the Regents of New York State
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SHErwocd 9509
Colonial Flower Shop, Inc.
Wholesale and Retail
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
N. W. Cor. 52nd and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.
WANT A SANDWICH?
BETCHEN'S
4820-22-24 Spruce Street
Telephone, GRAn'ite 9877
CATERING
Choicest Wines — Beers — Liquors
Adrenal Cortex Hormone
Available in Three Forms ... for Your Convenience
Sol. Adreno-Cortin: One cc. contains the
cortex hormone extracted frcm 40 Gm. o£
fresh adrenal cortex. Biologically stand-
ardized. Its potency and true substitutive
character are demonstrable by its capacity to
maintain life in bilaterally adrenalectomized
animals. Free from epinephrine by blood-
pressure tests.
Cortinoral : An active lipoid extract of the
adrenal cortex hormone. The most complete
type of adrenal cortex extract for oral ad-
ministration. Clinical tests prove it to be
rapidly effective. Put up in soluble elastic
capsules.
Adreno-Cortin Capsules: A desiccation of
adrenal cortex, chemically standardized. Each
capsule contains 5 gr. of desiccation represent-
ing 30 gr. of fresh cortex. Contains not less
than 1 per cent ascorbic acid (vitamin C).
The Harrower Laboratory, Inc.
920 East Broadway, Glendale, Cal.
NEW YORK, N.Y. CHICAGO
9 Park Place 160 N. La Salle St.
DALLAS PORTLAND, ORE.
834 Allen Bldg. 316 Pittock Block
a WEST SPRUCE
PHARMACY
H. I. McHUGH
Spruce St. at Forty-Eighth
Philadelphia, Pa.
Telephone
GRAnite 7100
Delivery
Ser\ice
ANABOLIC
FOODS
Mineral
GLANVEJ
FOODS
Endocrine
CILOBANA
Vitamin
ANABOLIC FOODS, INC.
1476 Broadway New Yoik Citv
Ediaafcd'^ J-Iauiefc SAappe
4704 BALTIMORE AVENUE
BARing 1828
Flowers o£ Sympathy
Corsages
Wedding Bouquets
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED EVERYWHERE
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Quality engravings are essential
to secure pleasing, accurate,
pictorial effects. We are known
for the quality of our work in
every type of photo-engraving
for all purposes.
• ^Jtuttt £ettefcp^e6Ay JthataSngxaaed
PHILADELPHIA-WEEKS
ENGRAVING COMPANY
29 NORTH SIXTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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